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January posts lowest rise since 1980

Inflation at overall slowdown
By SALLY JACOBSEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- Despite
surging food prices, inflation in
January rose at its slowest pace
since the summer of 1980- an annual rate of 3.5 percent, the
government said today.
Analysts, in advance of today's
report, attributed the overall
slowdown mostly to the continuing
recession, but cautioned that the
low January figure would likely
pick up somewhat later in the
year.
The Labor Department said in
its new report that the Consumer
Price Index rose a seasonally adjusted 0.3 percent last month, the
smallest increase since the 0.1
percent of July 1980. If the
January figure held steady for 12
straight months, the annual figure
would be 3.5 percent.
The new monthly calculation
was sjightly better than the 0.4
percent increase of December and
the 0.5 percent of November.
For all of 1981, inflation rose 8.9

25f

percent, well below the 12.4 percent of 1980 and the smallest increase in four years.
Economists are predicting an
even lower rate for all of 1982, barling an unforeseen disaster, such
as a crop failure or a major interruption in oil imports. Most
predictions foresee inflation this
year averaging 6 percent to 7 percent.
At the White House, deputy
presidential press secretary
Larry Speakes said the January
inflation figure reflects "a continuing trend of improvement." He
noted that President Reagan had
called inflation "the cruelest tax
of all" and, Speakes maintained,
"We have reduced it by onethird.
The government's new report
said the January slowdown was
helped by a sharp drop in gasoline
prices, the smallest rise in used
car prices in almost two years and
a decline in clothing costs.
Housing costs, led by a 0.4 percent drop in prices for homes, rose
a modest 0.3 percent, continuing a

trend began in the fall. Mortgage
interest rates went up a small 0.2
percent.
Rent was up 0.6 percent, less
than in recent months, but fuel
and other utility bills jumped 1.1
percent, the report said.
Food costs rose 0.7 percent last
month, following small advances
of 0.1 percent in each of the
previous two months.
Prices of fresh vegetables
soared 16.8 percent. Prices for
sugar, non-alcoholic beverages,
and cereal and bakery products
also rose, but the costs for meat,
poultry, fish and eggs fell 0.3 percent.All the figures were adjusted
for seasonal variations. With this
report, the department
recalculated certain seasonal adjustments to reflect changes in
1981. This can account for some of
the monthly changes reported
previously.
The report said the unadjusted
Consumer Price Index rose to
282.5, mean that goods and services costing $10 in 1967 would
have cost $28.25 last month.

-Prices for transportation
were off 0.2 percent after a 0.6 percent rise in December. Gasoline
prices tumbled 1.7 percent after
rising 0.5 percent in the previous
month and 0.8 percent in
November. Used car prices were
up a small 0.3 percent, the
smallest advance in 19 months.
New car prices, reflecting many
manufacturers' rebates, were
down 0.1 percent after a 0.8 percent rise in December.
-Medical care costs advanced
0.8 percent, just about in line with
the previously monthly increases.
Charges for hospital and other
medical care services were up 1.8
percent, while physicians' fees
rose 0.8 percent.
-Apparel costs were down 0.1
percent after a 0.1 percent increase in December. Price
declines were reported for
women's and girls' clothing and
for shoes, but prices rose for
men's and boys'apparel.
All the figures were adjusted for
seasonal variations.

Redistricting finally decided by General Assembly
BUILDING BLAZE-Fire destroyed this outbuilding at the home
of Harold Garner at about 10 Wednesday morning. Fire and Rescue
Squad workers responded with two trucks and five men.
The group also responded to a minor blaze at J.D. Morris' home
Wednesday evening.
Staff photo by Phyllis 0. McCutcheon

Police report break-in;
two kocol men arrested
Murray Police reported a
break-in at D & T Warehouse,
South Fourth Street, Wednesday
night. At press time officers were
unsure exactly what had been
taken. No arrests have been made
in the incident, however the investigation is continuing, according to Detective Charles
Peeler.
James Charles Boze, 27, was
charged Wednesday with second
degree burglary and theft by
unlawful taking over $100 according to Calloway County
Sheriff's Deputy Larry Nixon.
The charges were made after
Foster J. Padgett, Hamlin,
reported his lake area residence

had been broken into during a
three month period. More than
$1,000 in property was allegedly
stolen, including a television
antenna and 1920 Ruyal
typewriter.
Following investigation, Boze,
also of Hamlin, was arrested and
lodged at Calloway County Jail
with bond set at $7,500.
Nixon said Joe Thomas Lamb Sr.,
71, has been charged with second
degree forgery.
Lamb allegedly gave a forged
$367 check to Coast to Coast hardware store. Lamb, a Henry County, Tenn. native, was released on
$2,000 bond.

Electric system authorizes
new power purchase contract
The Murray Electric System
board Wednesday authorized execution of a new power purchase
contract with the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
The contract, for 20 years, is the
same as the present contract except for a few minor changes, Ron
Underwood,superintendent,said.
Kilowatt hours through the first
seven months of the present fiscal
year are down 12 million compared to the same period during
the 1980-81 fiscal year, Underwood
reported to the board. Conservation, milder weather and other
small factors contributed to the
decrease, he added.
.... The board also voted to hire a
consulting engineer, Clarence
Newton of Henderson, to evaluate

the condition of the substation east
of South 4th Street. Underwood
said the system has had several
problems in the past with highly
specialized equipment at the
facility. Newton will make recommendations to the board before
any repairs are made. The system
currently has a lease-purchase
agreement with TVA and plans to
buy the substation for $200,000 in
1988.
Concerning MES' contributions
policy, the board voted not to
make contributions to any
organizations.
The board commended J. Hardiman Nix, the Murray City Council's representative, for his service to the board. Nix's term expires prior to the next meeting.

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) Redistricting, which some
legislators had feared might tie up
the 1982 General Assembly with
personal and regional squabbling,
has been completed in just over
half of the session.
With the Senate's approval
Wednesday of a redistricting bill
for Kentucky's seven congressioaal districts, redistricting is
coinplete.
Both chambers have already
passed legislative redistricting

plans and sent them to Gov. John also would have shifted Bracken
and Robertson counties from the
Y. Brown Jr.
The House-passed congres- 7th District to the 4th, retained
sional bill was approved by the
Nicholas and Montgomery counSenate • 34-3 after the upper ties in the 7th instead of moving
chamber rejected two amend- them to the 6th, and moved Perry
ments that would have included County from the 7th to the 5th
Jessamine County in the 6th District.
District. Currently, the county is
O'Daniel said his measure
split between the 5th and 6th, and would provide a "better regional
the House plan moves it entirely grouping" of the counties afinto the 5th District.
_Jected.
by
One amendment, offered Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, DSen. Ed O'Daniel, D.-Springfield, Hindman, spoke against the
-

-

Brown considers killing soles tax, levying others
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. is considering a proposal that recommends a 2 percent business activities tax and the elimination of
several other state taxes - including the 5 percent sales tax.
The idea of a business activities
tax was floated last month by ad-

ministration officials, who hired a
North Carolina research firm to
study its effect on Kentucky
businesses.
Preliminary findings by the
firm indicate that such a levy
would present a hardship for Kentucky's wholesalers and retailers
because they must also pay the

state sales tax, according to a
source familiar with the study.
The new proposal was drafted in
response to that discouraging
report.
As outlined last month by administration officials, the activities tax would be assessed on
most goods and services sold in

Ag advisory board has first meeting
About 60 members of the newly
formed Advisory Board to the
Department of Agriculture at
Murray State University met for
the first time on Saturday and
discussed ways to support the
agricultural program on the campus.
Ed ON an of Sturgis was elected
chairman at the organizational
meeting. Other officers elected
are: Hamp Brooks Jr. of Murray,
vice chairman; Tim Brannon of
Puryear, Tenn., secretary; and
three members of the executive
committee, Bill Joiner of Herndon, Doug Goodman of Hickman
and Mike Andrews of LaCenter.
Rudy Shelton, assistant professor of agriculture at Murray
State, is the executive secretary.

He served as chairman of the
departmental committee which
organized the board.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
university president, spoke to the
group.
Membership of the board
represents five states - Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois and Indiana - and a crosssection of occupations, including
farmers, bankers, government
agencies, county officials,
teachers, extension agents and
farm-related businesses.
. Jim Long, chairman of the
Department of Agriculture at
Hurray State, said the faculty
feels that the board will enable the
department to improve its image
and strengthen the agricultural

°tr

program in several ways.
"With the assistance of the
board, we intend to continue to offer one of the strongest B. S. and
M. S. degree programs in the nation," Long said. "We are convinced that this group will be invaluable in helping us to recruit
top students, to place our
graduates in the best agricultural
graduate programs and to secure
desirable employment for our
graduates."
He added that the board will
review periodically both the
academic curriculum and farm
operation, as well as provide support in securing grants and other
funding and in working with
governmental agencies and
legislators.

cloudy, cold

PADD officials concern* agency finances.
Hubbard was in a meeting this
morning and efforts to contact
him were unsuccessful.
George Atkins, state commerce
cabinet secretary, attended the
PADD meeting last week and said
a state audit of PADD activities
found nothing improper.
Dunn again stressed he welcomed the audit although he said he
though the matter had been
resolved to the agency's satisfaction and to the state's satisfaction.
Ile was not sure how loor .the
audit would take.

Kentucky.
The tax would be computed as a
percentage of a company's gross
receipts, and would apply to sales
by Kentucky companies and those
based outside the state which
make sales in Kentucky. Initial
suggestions were for a 1 percent
tax.
But the study, conducted by
Research Triangle Institute of
Chapel Hill, N.C., concluded that
such a tax would be burdensome
for retailers and wholesalers,
which conduct 48 percent of the
state's business transactions.
According to RTI, the volume of
business transactions in Kentucky
amounts to some $90 billion to $110
billion annually, said the source,
who asked not to be identified.
While that could net the state
between $900 million and $1.1
billion in tax revenue, state officials reportedly were concerned
about the adverse effects of the
tax on some businesses.
To remedy that, Brown was
given another proposal that
recommends raising the business
activities tax to 2 percent and
eliminating the state's sales,
corporate-income, personalincome, inheritance and motor(Continued On Page 2)

Variable cloudiness and colder today. Highs in the loits to
mid 30s. Mostly clear and colder tonight. Lows in the low to.
mid 20s. Mostly sunny and cold
on Friday with highs in the low
40s.
Saturday through Monday
Partly cloudy Saturday,
chance of showers Sunday and
partly cloudy Monday. Highs
mostly in the 40s Saturday, 45
to 55 Sunday and 35 to 45 Monday.

PADD chairman welcomes
audit by federal government
The chairman of the Purchase
Area Development District said
today he welcomes an audit by the
General Accounting Office on the
agency's financial records.
"The board and the district
welcome the audit," Ray Dunn
said this morning. "We feel confident the outcome will be very
satisfactory."
The audit came as a result of a
request from Congressman Carroll Hubbard to GAO Comptroller
Charles A. Howsher. Bowsher
agreed to assign an auditing team
to the project.
Ttw congressman has raised
questions recently to
se ve I

amendment, saying the effort to
accommodate Jessamne County's wishes would mean "messing
with other counties that don't
want to be messed with."
Sen. Pat McCuiston, DPembroke, also encouraged his
colleagues to endorse the House
bill in the form that it left that
_
chamber.
The Perry County move included in O'Daniel's amendment
generated the opposition of Rep.
(Continued On Page 2)

today's index

KICK-OFF BREAKFAST - The Boy Scouts of America fund-raising drive at Murray State University
began this morning with a kick-off breakfast in the student center. Chaicinen for the university segment of the
drive are Don Kelly and Jeff Green. Addressing the group were (from left) Don Brown, Boy Scouts of
America; Gary Crutchfield, worker in Kelly'office; Kelly; and Hubert Ellison, Boy Scouts of America.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders
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Closing arguments setfor Friday

Testimony ends in Williams'trial
ATLANTA (AP) - Testimony
family tney %MILO Ila et iv leave.
Wednesday after the 23-year-old
ended in Wayne B. Williams'
On cross-examination, defense
Williams concluded his testimony
murder trial today, with the
attorneys suggested the incident
with a series of angry confrontsdefco
-de nce,-anethe#-telling-the-110111--Wilb • A ssista nt District At-" _ stemmed from an argument betjury: "They have not produced
ween Williams' parents over
torney Jack Mallard.
evidence that my son is a killer."
whether the father should go to a
Williams, a black free-lance
Defense attorney Alvin Binder
hospital.
photographer, was the 65th and
immediately moved for a directed
Ingram conceded he was about
final defense witness in his trial on
verdict of acquittal, telling the
130 feet away when he saw the
charges of murdering Nathaniel
judge the state "has not shown
scuffle, and couldn't hear what the
Cater, 27, and Jimmy Ray Payne, three were saying.
that this accused has killed or
21, two of 28 young blacks whose
murdered anybody."
On Wednesday, 17-year-old
deaths during a 22-month period
Judge Clarence Cooper denied
Sheldon Kemp testified that the
were investigated by a special
the motion and scheduled closing
defendant once beat and choked
police task force.
arguments for Friday.
his father when the older man
Faye Williams was one of three
refused to write him a check, and
No arrests have been made in
rebuttal witnesses called by the the 26 other slayings, but prothen slapped his mother when she
defense after prosecutors conclud- secutors contend the deaths of
tried to intervene.
ed their rebuttal testimony in the
Cater and Payne were part of a
Williams' combative attituae
ninth week of the trial.
pattern of killings that included 10
during cross-examination
"Wayne's character has been
other young blacks.
Wednesday contrasted with his
drug through the mud," Mrs.
Ingram testified today that he
calm demeanor during his
Williams told the jury. "My huswitnessed the confrontation betprevious two days on the stand. He
band's character has been drug
ween Williams and his father in
called Mallard "a fool" and inthrough the mud ... The Williams
May 1981.
sisted the prosecutor was being
family has been drug through the
The defendant's parents, Homer
unfair in his questioning.
mud.
and Faye Williams, had driven inBut despite his confrontations
They continue to lie and lie and
to the parking lot when the
with Mallard, Williams never
lie, but they have not produced
younger Williams "snatched" his
faltered in maintaining his inevidence that my son is a killer."
father out of the car, Ingram said.
nocence in the killings of Cater,
Earlier, Henry J. Ingram, a
The father "kept throwing his
Payne and the 10 other young
parking lot attendant, became the
hands up, blocking the blows until
blacks.
second witness to describe a fight
he got to a phone and said he was
Kemp, who said he once was a
between Williams and his elderly
going to call police," the attendant
singer in a group promoted by
father, both of whom have denied
testified. After Williams knocked
Williams, testified he was at the
the incidents took place.
his father's glasses off, Ingram
Williams' home in the summer of
Prosecutors called 12 witnesses said he went over and told the
1979 when the fight broke out bet_

-

ween Williams and his 68-year-old
father, Homer,over the check.
"Wayne started cussing and
stuff and trying to beat him and
push him," Kemp said. "His mom
was trying to keep him away from
his daddy and he pushed her and
slapped her."
Kemp said the two men eventually ended up in a bedroom with
Homer Williams lying on a bed
and his son sitting on his stomach
with his hands on his throat."
When Williams let his father up,
Kemp said the elder Williams got
a shotgun and pointed it at his son,
"saying he was going to shoot his
head off."
Both Williams and his father,
who testified in his son's behalf,
denied any such incident took
place when they were asked about
it by prosecutors earlier in the
trial.
Defense lawyer Alvin Binder
suggested that Kemp was getting
revenge on Williams because he
was kicked out of the singing
group and because Williams'
parents refused to buy him a minibike. The youth denied both
allegations.
Williams' mother, Faye
Williams, had testified that the
1971 loan was for an air conditioning system purchased for their
home.

L

egislature..
.(Continued From Page 1)

"I think it's wrong that one con- up tor a vote. iney included
Carl Perkins, D-Ky., who
measures relating to regulation of
represents the 7th District Ia._gressman should have such a
-dominant influence over buyers and sellers of gold and
eastern Kentucky.
Several senators made _.something that affects everyone silver, treatment of the chronically mentally ill and and voter petireferences to Perkins' involve- in the state," he added.
In other action Wednesday, the tions on flood control and school
ment during the debate on the
amendment, which failed 18-17, Senate approved a bill that would districts.
give investigators in the attorney
The House did pass and send to
and the original bill.
The second amendment re- general's office the status of peace the Senate a bill which requires a
jected by the Senate was offered officers. With such status, the in- majority on a local school board to
by Sen. Jack Trevey, R - vestigators could carry concealed concur before any action can be
weapons, make arrests and serve taken. For example, if all five
Lexington.
members are present, three would
Although voting to endorse the court papers.
The measure was approved 32-6 have have to approve an action.
House-approved redistricting
The House also passed a resoluplan, several senators expressed and sent to the House.
Another bill receiving the tion which would establish a joint
reservations.
"I hope the time will come when Senate's endorsement would legislative committee to monitor
(congressional redistricting) is remove a requirement that a per- developments in the synfuels indone by the General Assembly son hired as a county police officer dustry. Approval came on a voice
without as much outside in- must live in the county a year vote.
terference...," said Sen. Robert R. before he or she may be hired. The
Committee action was also
officer would still have to meet a limited Wednesday, although the
Martin, D-Richmond.
And O'Daniel said he was "not state residency requirement and House Judiciary-Criminal Comsure if anyone knows whose reside in the county of his or her mittee approved bills relating to
redistrictig bill this is, but it's not employment after starting to dog fighting and "look-alike
work.
drugs."
the Senate's."
There was little action WednesThe measure that would inEfforts by the Senate to change
the plan were stymied by outside day in the House, with several crease the penalties for dog
bills being delayed after coming fighting was amended to remove
forces, O'Daniel said.
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Nadine Turner, director of nursing at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for the past 18 years, has
been invited to visit the People's
Republic of China this.spring as a
member of a 32-member health
care and nursing , education
delegation.
Sponsored by the People-toPeople Program, established in
1956 by President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, the group is scheduled to leave for China March 29 and
return on April 20.

Nadine Turner
Since its inauguration, the
People-to-People Program has
been sending delegations of
American citizens abroad with the
purpose of promoting goodwill
and understanding between
Americans and the citizens of
other countries. Among its practical assistance programs has
been the medical ship Project
HOPE, which is operated by the
People-to-People Health Foundation.
The team with which Turner
will be traveling will meet with
government officials, medical and
nursing educators, physicians,

While in China the group will be
accommodated in the State Guest
House in Peking where Presidents
Nixon and Ford and VicePresident Mondale were guests.
Other stops will include Xian, site
of the archeological discovery of
the terra cotta warriors,
Shanghai, Hangzhou, Guangshou
(Canton) and Hong Kong.
Turner's selection as a member
of the delegation was announced
by Betty Jo Whitson, chairman of
the Division of Nursing at the
University of South Carolina,
Aiken, one of the group's leaders.
Turner, who long has been interested in Chinese history and
culture, says she is "both flattered
and humble" by her selection as a
delegation member. "I am really
excited about it, though," she
said, "and I am looking forward to
it very eagerly."
A native of Madisonville, she
graduated from the Norton
Hospital School of Nursing in
Louisville, received a bachelor's
degree in nursing at Vanderbilt in
Nashville, and earned a master's
degree in education at Murray
State.
She and her husband, Tom, who
retired four years ago as an assistant engineer at the local hospital,
live at 106 North 12th Street. They
have three children: Tommy, a
coach at Owensboro High School;
Jeanette Mattingly, Tulsa,
Oklahoma; and Dorothy Church,
Orlando, Florida.

Houston appointed
to cancer control
committee, U of L

Hubbard staffers
asked to testify
before grandjury
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Three current Capitol Hill staffers
who work for Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., have been supoenaed
to appear in U.S. District Court in
Washington D.C.
In addition, a fourth staffer who
used to work for Hubbard has was
also subpoenaed.
"I am aware of the subpoenas,"
Hubbard said Wednesday in a
prepared release. "The inquiry is
about the activities of my staff
which were'in Kentucky news a lot
last year, sometimes in inaccurate new stories.
"As I said then and reiterate
now, I believe firmly that neither I
or my staff has done anything impraper. I will have no other comments at this time."
A U.S. Justicie Department
spokesman said, "I can't say
anything because it's a grand jury
investigation."
The Courier-Journal,
Louisville's morning newspaper,
reported in today's editions that
the subpoenas are related to a
Justice Department investigation
into Hubbard's alleged use of congressional workers for political
purposes. The source, described
by the newspaper as "familiar
with the situation," said the
Justice Department decided to
take some people before the grand
jury because it was dissatisfied
with the progress of the investigation.
The source asked to remain
anonymous because grand jury
proceedings are supposed to be

nurses, administrators,
therapists, medical specialists
and other leaders in the Chinese
medical profession as well as
representatives from U. S. embassies in China. Through hospital
and clinic visits, briefings, formal
and informal discussions, the
Americans will observe and
evaluate the Chinese health care
delivery system in comparison
with that of the U.S.

secret, tne newspaper said.
Subpoenas are also usually
secret, but these came to light
Wednesday through a House rule
that requires a staffer to tell the
House Speaker of any subpoena
related to official House functions.
That notification appeared in the
House record.
One of the staffers identified in
The House record was Miry
Patricia Barrett, who said in her
notification that she had been called to appear before the grand
jury. She is a former 'Hubbard
staffer who now works for
oceanography subcommittee of
the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee.
Two current staffers - Lorraine Grant and Cornelia F. Henson - reported only that they had
been called to testify in a cAse pending in federal court. A source, the
newspaper said, said the two were
called before the grand jury.
An official House publication
listed Ms. Grant as an executive
assistant and Ms. Henson as a
legislative secretary.
A House clerk said a fourth
notification, which is to be
published today, was filed by
Elizabeth Ann Forley, a staffer
with the Merchant Marine subcommittee on the Panama Canal,
of which Hubbard is a member.
Ms. Henson's notice said she
was to appear March 5. The other
three were to appear lasacriday.
However, Ms. Barrett said her appearance last Friday was cancelled and has not been rescheduled.

The Cancer Control Program of
the University of Louisville
Cancer Center has appointed Dr.
Hal L. Houston to its Medical Advisory Committee.
Composed of physicians known
for their interest in the cancer problems, the Committee exists to
help the Center plan ways to extend the finest cancer care to all.
The Feb. 16 meeting of the Committee, attended by Dr. Houston
was at the new James Graham
Brown Cancer Center in
Louisville. Program topics included "A Patient's Visit to the Cancer
Center" and "Community
Hospital Cancer Programs."

KSP involved
in multi-state
drug investigation

Louis C. Andrus, formerly of
Bardwell, was indicted by an Illinois fedeal court for a charge of
conspiracy to distribute cocaine, a
schedule II narcotic and controlled substance, according to Kentucky State Police Det. Joe
Cohoon.
The indictment was made Feb.
10 by the Central Court of Illinois,
Danville Division. Andrus,35, who
now lives in Miami, Fla., was indicted along with six others.
The indictments resulted from a
multi-state investigation since
Dec. 8, 1981. The narcotics section
of the Kentucky State Police worked with the Sacremento, Calif.,
justice department and the Division of Criminal Investigation of
Ashkun,Ill.
Arrests were made after
California Justice Department
agents arranged a purchase of 3
kilograms of cocaine for $65,000
.(Continued From Page 1)per kilo. One of the men was
taken into custody after landing at
There are a number of excep- a west Kentucky airport with cotions to the three-stage system, caine alegedly in his possession.
however.
Of those indicted, two were from
Automobiles, for example, are Illinois and four from California.
shipped directly from manufac- Cohoon said the Kentucky airport
turer to retailer. And the 4 percent was an integral transportation
activities tax that could result link in the cocane chain.
would mean a 1 percent cost
The conspiracy charge is a
reduction for consumers.
violation of Title 21 of the U.S
Supporters of a gross receipts code,sections 841( A )1 and 846.
tax - regardless of the amount maintain that it would provide
fairer treatment of businesses
The Murray Ledger & Times
headquartered in Kentucky.
(USPS 306-700)
Currently, corporate income
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
taxes are based equally on
every afternoon eicept Sundays. July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
payroll, sales and property. As a
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
result, companies based in KenInc., 106 N 4th, Murray, Ky. 42071. Second
tucky, with property and
Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky. 43071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES, In areas served
employees here, bears a greater
by carriers, $3.60 per month, payable in adpart of the tax burden than those
vance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farwhich only have sales in the state.
mington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan and
Brown reportedly has not enPuryear, Tn , $24 MI per year Nry mail to
other destinations $3130 per year
dorsed the idea but plans further
To reach all departments of the newspaper
study before deciding whether to
phone 753-1911.
present it to the 1982 General
Assembly.

Tax proposal.'.

I

-

provisions covering cockfighting.
The bill increases the penalty for
dogfighting to a felony with a
maximum sentence of five years
in prison, a $10,000 fine or both.
Currently it is a misdemeanor
punishable by up to six months in
jail, a $500 fine or both.
Supporters of the bill said there
is a major problem with the sale of
caffeine pills that look like controlled drugs as stimulants.

Turner invited to visit
China with health group

Murray

vehicle usage taxes.
Those taxes currently generate
about $1.8 billion for the state each
year, according to the Department of Revenue.
Proponents of the suggestion
believe that it would provide fair
treatment for all Kentucky
businesses, which could deduct
their activities tax payments from
their federal tax obligations.
It also could result in consumers
paying higher prices for goods and
services.
Many goods purchased by consumers pass through three levels
of production and marketing:
from manufacturer to wholesaler,
wholesaler to retailer and retailer
to purchaser.
If the 2 percent tax charged on
each transaction were to be passed along in the form of higher
prices, a consumer could end up
paying 1 percent more for the product than the cost would have
bcen with the 5 percent sales tax.
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Saudi Arabia
living in peril
with little or
no defense
Like a fat, little perch swimming admidst
piranhas and sharks,Saudi Arabia exists in mortal
peril and is unable to defend itself. With only nine
million inhabitants, many of who are of foreign extraction and of uncertain loyalties, the Saudis are
vulnerable to internal disorder as well as to external pressures from their Arab neighbors.
For public consumption in the Arab World, the
Saudis openly dispute the U.S. view that the Soviet
Union is the worst threat and assert that Israel is
the real enemy. Privately, the Saudis must realize
that, although a perceived foe, Israel is not an active threat. They are, indeed, far more worried
about the menace from their neighbors — Iran's
Muslim revolutionaries, Marxist South Yemen,and
Marxist Ethiopia.
Saudi Arabia tends to keep the United States at
arms length for two reasons: because of close U.S.
relations with Israel and to avoid provoking the
Soviet Union. The Saudis wish to avoid too close
contact with what they regard as superpower
sharks even as they ward off the Muslim piranhas
close at hand.
Belatedly driven to a concern for self defense by
the fall of the shah and the subsequent conversion of
Iran from protective friend to menacing foe, Saudi
Arabia is investing tens of billions of dollars in
military equipment. But observers report that the
Saudi air force won't be self-sufficient in the
helicopters, fighter and transport planes, and the
AWACS radar-warning system until the end of the
century,if then.
Washington knows that only U.S. forces could
hope to defend the Persian Gulf oil reserves against
a serious threat. And they know that advance base
facilities in that vicinity are neccessary for
American strength to be a credible deterrent.
Defense Secretary Casper W. Weinberger didn't
win such agreement on his recent trip to Saudi
Arabia, and perhaps didn't expect to. But he did
manage to join the United States and Saudi Arabia
in a joint commission to assess the threat and
facilitate military cooperation between the two nations.

This arrangement is no more than that already
existing with four other countries in the region —
Egypt, Jordan, Tunisia, and Morocco — but the
Saudis have resisted the idea since it was first proposed in 1974. This is a small, tentative step toward
a joint defense of the Persian Gulf, and Secretary
Weinberger is to be commended for arranging it.

goffott's galley

by m.c. gorrott

Milking 9 hours,7 days a week
365 days a year and they love it
The alarm goes off early at the
This is the second in a two-column
home of Jim and Judy Stahler -- at 4 series dealing with one of Calloway
a.m. — day after day. Judy gets up at County's largest dairy operations,
the same time as Jim and sends him that of Jim and Judy Stabler on 121
off to the milking barn with breakfast South
under his belt.
As he is locking the first cows into tificial insemination program.
their stanchions at 5 a.m. to start the
The job he has done with this promornilig milking, she is off to feed gram is reflected in the $5,000 sale of
and see to their calves, a chore which one of his cows recently to a Califorshe shares with Jim's father, who nia dairyman. She will be flown to the
comes out from town almost every West Coast to join that herd in
morning to help.
March.
After that, she's racing against the
In the milking parlor, there are
clock to get their two sons, Jim Ray, elevated stanchions for 12 cows at a
10, and Jayson Daniel, 6, off to school time, six on each side. As she is being
at East Elementary. In addition, milked, each cow is fed a bran-like
Judy also finds time to keep all the ration in her own, computerized
farm records, with exception of those amount through a push-buttondealing with the herd's milk produc- controlled operation from storage
tion.
bins above.
These are kept and reported to
Since theirs is a "drylot" operathem regularly through the nation- tion, the cows are never on pasture.
wide Dairy Herd Improvement Between milkings they are kept in
- --Association.
lots and fed only feed consisting of a
Jim is proud of his milking parlor, blend of a commercial supplement
built only a few years ago. with corn, alfalfa and mixed hay
Everything in it is automatic. raised on the farm and rented land.
Neither human hand or air comes in
Jim helps with the morning milkcontact with the milk, which gushes ings, but only once a week with the
from the electrically-powered milk- evening ones. His "free" time is
ing machines through glass and spent raising these crops and putting
stainless steel pipelines into one of them up. Last year, for example, he
two big, 1,000-gallon, refrigerated
had 175 acres of corn, 32 acres of
bulk tanks in an adjoining room.
alfalfa hay, 40 of mixed hay and 60 of
Jim sells his milk to Associated
red clover hay.
•••
Milk Producers, Inc., Memphis, and
long, silverly tank trucks come to the
Two full-time employees help with
farm almost daily to pick it up.
the 4w-hour twice-a-day milkings.
S's
John Frederick is a Murray State
Currently, there are 165 cows in the
graduate and from Clay, Ky., Dave
Stahler herd of registered and high
Godar is from Illinois and is a library
grade Holsteins "on test," of which
science major at the university.
an average of 150 are in the milking
Helping with the field crop producstring. Jim raises all of his tion is David Roberts, also a full-time
replacements, and follows an ar- employee and who has been with the
,

e.e2 DWrION11

'

, J.s.

vet

Stahlers for five years.
Jim likes to employ Murray State
students, and preferably those who
have no dairying experience. Some of
his best workers, he says, also have
been college girls. "They catch on
quick, work hard and are gentle and
good with the cows," he said.
The morning milking is completed
by 9:30 a.m. The afternoon one
begins at 4 and the barn is empty and
the equipment flushed and shiney
clean by 8:30 or 9 p.m.
• ••
You can imagine how greatly the
Stahlers depend upon electricity, and
when this fails, as it did during one of
those sub-zero mornings last month
things got hectic in the milking
parlor.
Jim couldn't get his backup aux
iliary generator going that morning
nor could he keep a tractor running
Its diesel fuel kept jelling in the cold
But thing like that are part of it," ti4
said, undaunted by the experience
"I guess you would say it comes witt
the business."
Other problems in recents week:
have been a pack of wild dogs and th4
presence of coyotes on the farm
These have become a serious treat tc
the heifer growing phase of thc
operation.
Two of his heifers, each weighing
between 400 and 500 pounds, were attacked -and- killed one morning not
long ago by the dogs on land he is renting on the nearby George Dunn
farm. It happened in plain sight of a
number of people en route to their
jobs in Murray.
Naturally, Jim was infuriated by
this and is determined to shoot the
dogs on sight the next time they
strike his animals and he sees them.,

Two of the coyotes, heretofore
unheard of this far from their native
western and southwestern U. S.
habitats, have been trapped and killed on the farm.
"Somebody had to have brought
them into this part of the country and
turned them loose," he said. "I am
sure that is how they are getting
started. If something isn't done,
though, to control them, they are going to become a real problem to
Calloway County farmers with
livestock."
S's
Although we read and hear a lot
about the family-operated dairies, as
we remember them, going out of
business by the hundreds, Jim is
keenly optimistic about the industry's future.
It is true, he admits, that the small,
family operations are a thing of the
past, but, he points out they are being
replaced by large, multi-cow operations.
He also enthusiastically predicts
that by the end of the 1980s there will
more milk being produced than at the
beginning of the decade — and with
much fewer operations.
Not only are the operations larger
in cow numbers, but modern feeding
management technology has
resulted in tremendous increases in
average cow production in all the
milking breeds.
As I said at the outset, what this
country needs is more people with
the faith in it and its future that Jim
and Judy Stahler have.
It was real refreshing to visit with
them — and to be treated to a big
piece of Judy's cake and a cold glass
of real, honest-to-goodness whole
milk.

• -

letter to editor
Pell111111 5111111111MIL

Dear Editor:
Take HEART: The Senior Citizens
of West View Nursing Home with the
assistance of Barbara Griffin and
Rita Burton, staff members, kicked
off the opening event of this year's
Heart Fund Drive. It was staged in
grand style with Mr. Dennis Brandon
and Mrs. Carter Lee Farmer being
crowned King antt--Queen of West
View at a Valentine Party.
This culminated a two weeks' election campaign when votes were openly bought for ten cents a piece. A
Wishing Well was featured during
this two weeks for lucky coins. The
Calloway County Heart Association
was presented a total of $580., the
proceeds from this event.
A big thank you goes to all who
made this such a successful occasion
and for the generous donation.
Irma La Follette,
Calloway County Heart
Association Chairman

C Coploy Nows Service

Even so, Saudi defense minister, Prince Sultan ibn
Abdula7i7, lost no time in saying that Saudi relations with the United States are based on economic
and technological cooperation rather than on strictly military considerations.
Such candor should prompt Washington to realize
that billions of dollars in sophisticated arms could
prove as Mutory for Saudi Arabia as were similar
armaments for the shah's government of Iran.
The joint commission agreement with Saudi
Arabia is a slight encouragement. But, it hardly
alters the bleak reality that the immense Persian
Gulf prize remains almost undefended. The real
challenge for American diplomacy is to contrive a
joint defense of the region with Japan and West
European allies, whose reliance on Middle Eastern
oil is even greater than our own.

Looking back
Ten years ago
Spring fire season was to begin March 1, 1972, in

Thoughts in season

Calloway County and remain in effect until May 15,
1972, according to Calloway County Ranger Boyce
McCuiston.

David Livers, Gregg Lawson, Roderick Reed,
Clarissa Lee and Nita Atkins of Murray High School
Unit of Distributive Education Clubs of America
had won honors at West Kentucky Regional Leadership Conference at Owensboro.
Twenty years ago
U. Col. John 0. Pasco, director of civil defense
for Murray and Calloway County, had announced a
survey team from an architectural Paducah firm
was to be in Murray and Calloway County for a
week to conduct a National Fallout Shelter Survey
of area. Their headquarters will be in office of
Sheriff Woodrow Rickman.
Kenneth Imes, Charles Finnell, Randy Patterson
and Hugh Outland of Calloway County High School
had won honors at Debate Session at Grove High
School, Paris, Tenn. Reba Miller was school debate
coach.
Thirty years ago
Cpl. Rob Smith was serving with U. S. Army at
Fort Campbell. He was grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill McKeel, Murray, and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dawson Smith,Asheboro, N. C.
Fred T. Geurin,son of Ethel P. Geurin, Calloway
County, had been promoted to rank of corporal
while serving at Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

Wierray Ledger 8r Times
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher

R.Gale MeCuteheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times and other AP News.
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By Ken Wolf

The Tortoise and the Hare

by denise fitzpotrick

kentucky consumer

Commercial tax preparers busy
If you're among the million or so
Kentucky taxpayers who haven't yet
settled up with Uncle Sam for 1981,
you may decide to turn the chore
over to a commercial tax preparer.
According to Jim Algood of the Internal Revenue Service in Louisville,
about half the people who pay taxes
opt to have them prepared by one of
the dozens of commercial firms that
specialize in taxes.
"I think a lot of people are just initially overwhelmed by the thought
(of doing their taxes)," Algood said.
"But especially if you have a complex situation, it's something that's
quite common."
While tax firms are not licensed
through any government program,
most are reliable and can be trusted,
Algood said.
He had only two cautions for the
person seeking help from such companies.
"Beware of those who promise
great refunds and who say they have

an inside track with the IRS," Algood
warned

He also advised against signing a
blank return and handing it over to a
tax preparer, or signing one that has

been filled out in pencil.
But in general, tax experts say it is
not a mistake to consult a tax accountant, especially since tax returns
seem to grow more complicated
every year.

Johanna Campbell of the Better
Business Bureau in Louisville said
her office receives very few complaints about tax preparers.
"If we do, it's usually because
somebody has to pay a penalty," she
said.
In recent years, many Kentuckians
have chosen to enroll in tax preparation courses that teach them the
skills to do their own taxes, said Ms.
Campbell.
According to Noel Martin, district
director of H&R Block's central Kentucky franchise, his firm offers such
a course each fall.
The 13-week course meets for three
hours twice a week and costs in the
neighborhood of $150.

Martin said that the course offers

an extensive study- of both federal
and state tax law. There is no obligation to work for Nock after completing it, though many choose to do

Among Christians, pride is the
chief sin of man. While we all know
this, it isn't often that we see this
most commonplace of vices described in words as eloquent as these of
the monk from Gethsemani:
Pride is a deep, insatiable need
for unreality, an exorbitant demand that others believe the lie
we have make ourselves
believe about ourselves.
Thomas Merton's words --make
pride seem not only nasty and antisocial, but vaguely psychotic as well.

AIR
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so part time, he said.
Algood said that the IRS does hold
tax preparers responsible for doing a
correct job.
''If it can be proved there's some
kind of negligence on the part of the
tax preparer, he can be penalized or
even prosecuted, Algood said.
But the final tax liability is the taxpayer's, he said.
Some preparers will agree to pay
any penalies and interest that might
stem from an incorrect form,
however, Algood said.
Taxpayers would be wise to check
to see if their firm offers this added
benefit, he said.
Apparently many Kentuckians still
have time to decide whether to consult a commercial preparer, because
less than 20 percent had submitted
federal returns to the IRS by Feb. 5,
he said.
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Crusade
discussed

ATTEND FORUM — Calloway County 4-H Club leaders recently attended a
Purchase Area 4-H Leaders forum at Clinton. They include Judy Stabler, Jeannie Orr,Joyce Tidwell,Susi Lawton and daughter, Lou,and Maxine Scott.
Behr's, MasterCard, Viso

•
•

Three women who participated in a recent
Crusade in Jamaica
presented talks at a
meeting of Elm Grove
Baptist Church Women
Feb. 17 at 11:30 a.m. at
Western Sizzlin'
Steakhouse.
Juanita Lee discussed
the churches on the
Caribbean island. "Food
Prices and Living Conditions" on the island were
discussed by Norma
Wilkins. Mable Blalock
compared the island
schools with those of
United States.
Electa Fulkerson,
president, presided. Announcement was made of
book study Feb. 24 with
Dr. Bill Whittaker as
teacher, and a workday
March 9 at 10 a.m. at
church fellowship hall.
Also present were
Carolyn Outland, Bobbie
Burkeen, June Crider,
Jimmie Lee Carmichael,
Anna Outland, Wanda
Suiter, June Young,
Evelyn Alexander, Opal
Hale and Mildred Geurin.

mirray Ledger & Times

at home of Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield. Mrs. Hugh
L. Oakley read Psalm 119. Joan Maupin, president,
read her annual letter.
Other members present were Ann Herron,
Mesdames N. T. Beal, Lewis Bossing, Maurice
Christopher, George Hart, Harlan Hodges, A. C. La
Follette, William Major, Edward M. Nunnelee,
James W. Parker, John Twomey and John C.
Quertermous. A guest was Mrs. Howard Maupin,
Bloomfield, Mo., mother of Joan and president of P.
E.0. Chapter D3,Bloomfield.

Swift pledge class member
Donna Swift of Murray is a member of the pledge
class of Alpha Eta Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority at Murray State University.

Willis will be honored
An open house to honor Annie Willis who will be
102 on March 1 is planned Sunday, Feb. 28, at Fern
Terrace Lodge where she resides. All friends and
relatives are invited to call between the hours of 2 to
4 p.m. according to Laverne Tapp, lodge administrator.
'

Gibson presents lesson
Lottle Gibson, president, South Murray
Homemakers Club, presented a lesson about "Color
In Home" at club meeting Feb. 17 at 11 a.m. at Majestic Steak House. Lola Clark discussed county
tasting luncheon. Larue Redden gave literature
about "Child and Elderly Abuse."
Other members present were Modelle Miller, Zeffie Woods, Madaline Parker, Jean Moore and Viva
Ellis. A visitor was Fay Pyle. The next meeting will
be March 17 at 11 a.m.

Letterman elected officer
Katie Letterman of Rt. 2 has been elected as
treasurer of Kentucky Ladies Auxiliary of
American Dairy Association at meeting conducted
at Louisville. She and her husband, Kieth, operate a
7
dairy farm north of Murray.

Pageant scheduled April 25

Vasseur speaks at meeting

Applications now are being accepted for Miss
Kentucky Hemisphere Pageant to be Sunday, April
25, at Louisville South/Airport Holiday Inn,
Louisville. Divisions include Pee-Wee, 2 to 5, Little
Miss,6 to 10, Pre-Teene, 11 to 13, Teene, 14 to 17, and
Miss, 18 to 27, latter single or married. Boys will
compete in Master Pageant,3 to 8.
For entry forms write Sheree Taylor, associate
director, Box 274, Sturgis, Ky. 42459.

Kerry Vasseur discussed and showed slides of his
recent trip to Trinidad at February meeting of Baptist Young Women of Westside Baptist Church at
home of Teresa Williams. Wanda Walker read
Romans 15 and gave calendar of prayer.
The group donated money for a lamp for church
office, will take special offering at next meeting to
buy additional items for church kitchen, and will
help with Baptist Student Union luncheon March 3.
Also present were Lori Adams, cohostess, Tammy
Paschall, Judy Smotherman, Susie Scott, Carolyn
Carroll and Patsy Neale. Next meeting wll be
March 9 at Smotherrnan home.

Lindsey speaks at luncheon
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr., spoke at luncheon
meeting Feb ?it of chanter M of P. E. 0. Sisterhood

Art Guild will sponsor oil painting, figure drawing classes
We have consolidated our entire fall
and winter stock from our Kentucky,
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, and
Arkansas stores to bring you this...

Consolidation
—
Sale!
at prices below our cost!

•

Lookwhat Trcan buy!
* Famous Name Hosiery
• Control Top • Support
• All-in-One
• Nude Stretch

3 pr. for 2.00

* Fall and Winter Belts
* House Slippers

2.00
Reg. to 6.99

Lookwhat3rcan buy!

Paducah Art Guild is
sponsoring a beginning
oil painting class and a
figure drawing class at
the Guild Studio, 128
Market House Square.
Both classes will meet for
eight weeks, and are open
to the public.
The oil painting class
will meet each Thursday
from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
beginning March 11
through April 29. Designed for beginners with little or no oil painting experience, the class will
cover the fundamentals
of traditional oil painting.
The use of oil colors,

brushes, media, and
related materials will be
stressed. Composition,
lighting, and color will
also be covered.
Jim Alexander will
teach the class. The maximum enrollment will be
12. Fees are ;40 for Guild
members and ;50 for nonmembers, materials not
included.
The figure drawing
class will be open to artists of all levels who are
interested in drawing
from the model. It will
meet from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
each Tuesday, starting
March 9 through April 27.

Instruction will be as individualized as possible
to accommodate the
students' different levels
and styles. Some of the
traditional techniques to
be covered igclude contour, gesture, and contrast using charcoal, pencil, chalk,and ink.

will teach the class.

will be kept in case of any
cancelations. No refunds
will be given after the
first class meeting.

Alexander has an MFA
from Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale, and a BFA from
Sign up will be taken
Murray State University, during regular hours at
both in art.
the Paducah Art Guild
Gallery, 200 Broadway,
Brown has an MFA
or by sending a check
from the University of
along with name, adArizona, and various
dress, and telephone
degrees in art from Murnumber to: Paducah Art
ray State University.
Guild, P.O. Box 634,
Enrollment for both Paducah, KY 42001. Class
classes is on a first come, descriptions and material
first served basis, and fee lists are available at the
payment is required to Guild Gallery. For inguarantee a space in formation call 502/442either class. Waiting lists 2453.

The class will be
limited to 15 participants.
Fees are 650 for Guild
members and $60 for nonmembers, which includes
the cost of the model.
Materials will be the
responsibility of the
students. David Brown

1

Ottway will direct music appreciation program at library
A four week program of
music appreciation for
parents and their
children will begin at
Calloway County Public
Library on Wednesday,
March 3, at 4:30 p.m.
The Suzuki method_ of
teaching violin will be the
major attraction of the
four week session. Connie
ldl
Ottway, a registered
library volunteer,
direct the classes. She

has taught Suzuki violin
method for several years
both as a private teacher
and in school systems.
"Volunteers and other
community resource pertheir
sons have donated
expertiii_to_
time and
several cultural and
educational programs
a library
he
spokesman said.
Among the recent offer-

ings have been: Adult
Language Classes in both
French and Spanish;
Children's Cultural
Adventures in French, an
annual project; art
classes for children;
photography classes for
children and adults;
regularly scheduled art
shows and craft exhibitions; and most recently,
a pictorial history of
Calloway County.

According to Gerry
Reed, the library staff
volunteer coordinator,
music sessions are
scheduled immediately
following the Wednesday
afternoon story hour so
parent and child can participate in a learning and
entertaining experience
together. She added interested persons may
register at the library.
Only a limited number

will be accepted but a
waiting list will be
established. The classes
are free and open to ages
3 through adult.
"We hope this program
will give the participants
a new appreciation for
music and those who
discover a real affinity
for violin will pursue further lessons on their
own", said Margaret
Tr vats
Li rarian.
7:10,11:141+ 2:60 Sat.,San.

* Brushed Nylon Sleepwear
* Handbags
* Knit Tops
-* Shirts
* Blouses
Reg. to 19.99

END OF THE MONTH
SALE -

3.99

Lookwhat6? c:an buy!
*
*
*
*
*

Junior and Misses Sportswear
Sweaters
Pants
Skirts
Dresses
Reg. to 25.99

All Ladies
New Spring

All Ladies
New Spring

Dresses

Coats

10%
Boy's Pro Ked's and
ãVIli.rJO99ing

Look whattircan buy!
Nemo USK,'

8.99

bobble books Reg to 40.00
UEEN CASUAL.; "donnkentw•

O

Fuss- trim;

Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N.
Murray 753-7791
Mon,, Tue., Wed. 10:00-8:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00
Thurs., Fri. Sat. 10:00-9:00

Mk school
our home.
wow,C. SCOTT
TNOTHY HUTTON

6.99

* Dresses
* Robes
* Nationally Advertised
Coordinates

7:30 Nitely + 2:OS Sat.,San

Shoes
$6118

Off

7:06 0:56 + 2:00Sat.,Sao.

Men's Pro Ked's, Converse
and Cavalier Jogging

Shoes
$788

Vibes to $1,./1

We Now Have Red Goose Shoes For Children

Fads Tellitit07:00,t:Oe
JONI(6)
STARTS TOMORROW
The Cook Book
toyed Uvosl

Swamp
Thing(PG)

Clean-Up On Fall Merchandise 1 /3 To 75% Off
Boy's Converse Canvas

Shop Downtown

Shoes

Settle-Workman

6"

Sok $
leg

a

$12.99

Across Street From Bank of Merray
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Coming community events listed

Guy says-unable to find girlfriend
41

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 24year-old guy who can't

seem to get a girlfriend.
I've tried everything I
don't know what the problem is, but I suspect it's
my looks or personality.
Abby, people who know
me say I'm really a nice
guy once you get to know
me. The problem is that
in today's society girls
Judge guys by their looks.
I'm so lonely, I'd do
anything to have a
girlfriend to share things
with. I'm shy, but when I
do get up the courage to
ask a girl to dance, I get
turned down. I'm wellgroomed, dress neatly
and have good manners,
but I was turned down 10
times one night in a disco.
It's so depressing. Why
am I such a loser?
All my friends have
girlfriends. Some even
have two or three, and
they all treat their
girlfriends lousy. I get invited to parties, but I hate
to go because I don't have
anyone to take. I hate going to movies all by
myself and eating alone.
I'm not the most exciting
guy in the world, but I
have a good job, a nice
car and a few dollars in
the bank, but money can't
buy happiness.
JUST PLAIN LONELY
DEAR LONELY: I
can't believe that a man
of your description can't
find a girl to date. A guy
who gets invited to par-

ties must have at least
one good friend. Ask him
(or her) what there is
about you that turns girls
off. Skip the discos, and
ask your co-workers.
Everyone has a sister, a
roommate, a cousin or a
neighbor who'd like to
meet a nice guy. Don't
give up. She's out there.
And by the way, the
answer to your prayers
may to found in church.
•••
DEAR ABBY: My
daughter is to be married
soon. A friend told me to
expect some of the guests
to bring their wedding
gifts to the reception. She
says it's a common and
acceptable practice these
days because people want
to save the postage. I
always thought wedding
gifts should be delivered
to the bride's home
before the wedding.
When did this practice
of bringing wedding gifts
to the reception become
"acceptable"? Surely the
bride can't be expected to
open gifts that are handed to her in the receiving
line! Also, what if there
are no adequate facilities
for collecting and
safeguarding gifts at the,
church, hall or wherever
the reception is held?
And since the bride and
groom leave for their
honeymoon.immediately
following the reception,
they can't very well take
the gifts with them, so

that means the bride's
mother has the job of carting all the gifts to her
home for safekeeping.
Please enlighten me.
BOTHERED AND
HE
DEAR B AND B:
Thank you for pointing
out the tremendous
burden imposed on the
bride's mother reception.
No matter how "common" it has become, it is
not acceptable.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm considered a good cook, and I
don't mind giving out my
recipe to anyone who
wants it. My gripe is the
person who doesn't follow
the instructions and then
complains because it
didn't ten out like mine.
For example, take this
simple recipe I have used
for over 20 years and
have given to countless
,
guests:
INFALLIBLE
RICE
(serves four hungry,
or six polite people)
1 medium onion, minced
2 tablespoons butter
1 cup long-grain, raw
white rice
2 cups chicken broth
(hot)
Saute onions in butter
until transparent. Combine onions, rice and hot
broth. Bring to a boil on
top of range. Cover and
place in 325-degree oven
for 20 minutes. Serve are
listen to the compliments.

By Abigail Van Buren
Simple enough? Well,
you ain't heard nuthin'
yet. I have had people
complain that theirs
wasn't like mine. Upon
questioning them,I learned why. Here are a few
reasons:
a. Used instant rice.
b. Used another
shortening, not butter.
c. Left out the onions.
d. Failed to cover the
rice while baking.
e. Used water instead
of broth.
f. Allowed rice to "boil"
for some time before
placing in oven.
g. Let broth cool before
using.
h. Baked for 40
minutes.
i. Like onions, so added
second onion.
Now I ask you! Why
can't some people just
follow instructions?
RESIGNED
DEAR RESIGNED:
For some people, instructions are something they
read carefully after a
failure to find out what
they did wrong.

Thursday,Feb. 25 _
Four-H Dairy Club -W
.
-Practice will be at 7 p.m.
meet at 7 p.m. at County—for Murray Women of
Extension office, MI Moose at lodge hall.
Maple St.
"The Hostage" will be
SIDS Group will meet presented at 8 p.m. at
at 7:30 p.m. Health Robert E. Johnson
Center. This is for any Theatre, Murray State
person who has lost a University.
child through sudden
death or accident.
Bible Journaling Group
Zeta Department of
of First Christian Church
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
home of Mr. and Mrs.
club house.
Frank Roberts, 1665
West Kentucky Calloway.
Amateur Astronomers
will meet at 8 p.m. in
Friday,Feb. 28
Golden Pond Visitors
Spring Fling, sponCenter, Land Between
sored by Student Council
the Lakes.
Pi Sigma Alpha will for Exceptional Children,
have a coffee at 4 p.m. in will be from 3 to 9 p.m. at
the Cumberland Room, West Kentucky Livestock
University Center, Mur- and Exposition Center.
ray State University.
"The Hostage" will be
Dancergirelass will
be at 6 p.m. and Ritual presented at 8 p.m. at

University.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Local chapter of Na- and Alanon will meet at 8
tional Association of p.m. at western portion of
Retired Federal Livestock and Exposition
Employees will meet at Center.
9:30 a.m. at Calloway
Murray Squar-APublic Library.
Naders will dance from 8
Hazel and Douglas to 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen
Centers will be open from of World Hall.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acAlpha Department of
tivities by senior citizens.
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck lunSaturday,Feb.27
"The Hostage" will be cheon at noon at club
presented at 8 p.m. at house.
Robert E. Johnson
Church-wide swim parTheatre, Murray State
ty of Memorial Baptist
University.
Church will be at noon at
Military Ball will be at pool at Murray State
6:30 p.m. at University University.
Comedian W. C. Fields' real name was William
Claude Dukinfield.

• Jones and Gray
Upholstery
After you've moved in,
call WELCOME WAGON"'
After-move problems soon disappear with a
WELCOME WAGON visit. It's a special treat that
provides you with gifts of welcome, invitations
from local businesses you can redeem for more
gifts and lots of helpful information.

• Furniture Repair
• Custom Drapes
• Fabric •Foam

e

mmmmmmmmmmm

SAILIANSIC
SIDUING-

logeborg King
Asst
4918348

.••

/

105 N. 7th 753-0600

Call me to arrange a convenient time for my
visit. I'm looking forward to meeting you.':

Mary
Hamilton
Asst
753 5570

/

Specialists
4
Gray
Barbara
Sherry Jones

Relax after the move, you've earned it. Relax
with a WELCOME WAGON visit and a friendly
greeting. We're glad you're our new neighbor.

Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess

Poor leg drainage

Center ballroom, Murray
State University.

Robe
h n son
Theatre, Nom, State

Lowrance E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My associated with starvation,
which I doubt your husband
husband is 65 years old and
retired. He used to sell furni- has. We all have blood
proteins in the blood vessels
ture and was on his feet a
lot. He had to wear surgical that literally suck the fluid
hose. Now his ankles and back into the circulation. If
legs are swelling. What these are decreased as in
would cause this and what poor nutrition you can see
can he do for it? At night the swelling.
More common causes for
swelling goes down but durbilateral swelling include
ing the day they swell.
DEAR READER - Your marked fluid retention as in
story sounds like the swell- premenstrual tension (which
ing is from varicose veins or usually produces only mild
a similar condition, poor swelling), liver disease, kiddrainage of the lymphatic ney disease and right heart
system in the legs. As blood failure. Many of these condior lymph accumulates in the tions result in increased
legs. the normal system to body fluid because the body
draw fluid out of the tissues retains an excess amount of
and return it to the circula- sodium.
There are three factors
tion does not work and the
accumulating fluid causes that contribute to the location of swelling: the pressure
swelling.
veins
or inside the blood vessels
Varicose
, lymphedema may affect one (often related to position),
leg only, if the vessels in the pressure inside the tisthat leg alone are involved, sues that resist the flow of
or both if both legs are fluid into the space and the
involved. Most other medi- blood proteins inside the
cal causes result in bilateral blood vessels to suck the fluswelling. This includes a id back.
decrease in blood proteins
Your husband accumu/

lates fluid in the feet in the7
day because he is up and the
vertical position increases
the pressure inside the blood
vessels in his legs. He might
avoid this by wearing support hose or pressure bandages to increase the pressure
inside his tissues. That counteracts the fluid accumulation.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 11-6,
Swelling: Causes and
Management. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me,in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB Please settle a dispute with
my girlfriend. She says that
pepper is bad for your heart.
I disagree. If it is why
doesn't a person ever read
or hear about it?
DEAR READER - YOU

are right. Your girlfriend
probably has gotten misinformation about salt and
pepper. Pepper is just a
spice. It can be irritating to
the digestive system in sensitive people. It has no effect
on the heart. Hot spicy foods
can activate the temperature regulating center and
cause sweating. The effort
to eliminate heat may
increase the heart work a
little but pepper is not that
effective in most people.
By contrast, sodium in
salt tends to cause the body
to retain water. That is
because there must be ,
enough water to limit the
concentration of sodium in
body fluids. The fluid retention results in raising the
blood pressure. In a person
with high blood pressure it is
often useful to help the body
eliminate excess fluids. For
that reason salt is restricted
or medicines are given ...
help the body eliminate sodim

The original title of "Lidyjathatterly's Lover," by
D.H. Lawrence. was "Tenderness."

A
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We're Packed
With New
Spring

With

Jim Fain's

•

Lots Of Colors
And Groups
ToChoose Front• --•Koret
*Joyce
*Personal
•Prestige
Pink & Green
Sportswear
By Koret

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER
IOW
MELD Or SUSHI

ON
NEW
CONCORD
HWY.

The

Next To
Lyonillioctric

Clothes Closet

753-0632 Mon.-F4,0-5

Southside Manor Murray

•

•

.

•

WAL-IvIART

smpars

Geta 2.00 ReFttilBy Mail
When you purchase any three of
these prodUcti.See details below.

NEW
SPRING
FASHIONS
1982

-5

12-Tips® Cotton
Swabs-170 Ct.
SAFEST CuSrrONE0 ENOS

•

--Vaseline®

NATURALIZF,.R.

Spring is o beoutiful time of the year, but it does tend to
roin a lot. This coot from FITZ will be on ideal companion
for your spring wardrobe The textured 100% polyester
will stay fresh and keep ou dry and fashionable
Other styles available in lots of styles and colors.

Vaseline®
Intensive Care
Lotion-10 Oz.
Regular or
Extra Strength

Vaseline

Strap-Happy
For Spring

SPRING CatTSARE OFTEN RAINCOATS_

Petroleum Jelly
15 ox.

FOR
VER-DRY
,SKIN
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I RI VI
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Get set for Spring in Naturolizer's
strippy, stroppy sandal! You'll find
this light, bright almost dress style
combination for 40.00
onOtUrol-multi
.In
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Concert scheduled for Friday

I

4

• Sehs'

4.. 4.,•NA.

WAL•MART

Brantley.
Eighth Grade
Scott Atiams, Chuck
Adams, Laura AlIet1,
Brooks Barton, Bread))
Boehmer, Dwayne BranSeventh Grade
don, Michael Brunn,
Andy Adams, Amy Michael Bryan, Mitzi
Allbrttten, Bobby Allen, Coles, Jack Coqper, Ray
Michael Anderson, Jamie Coursey, Dana CunnAnglin, La Rhonda Arm- ingham,
strong, Ken i Atkins,
Chris Darnell, Stacy
Gwen Bailey, Shalisha Darnell, Mart Doran,
Bandarra, Eric Barrett, Allan Douglas, Russell
Rhonda Barrett,
Dunn, Tracy Eldridgil,
Nicole Bazzell, Ruth Marcia Ford, Regina
Ann Black, Timmy Fox, Michelle Garland,
Black, Todd Bohannon, Timmy Garland, Becky
Anglin Boyle, Darrell Gatlin, Mickey Garrison;
Brantley, Kathy
Mary Hansen, Bryon
Buchanan, Jody Harlan, Ricky Harrison,
Burkeen, Keth Burkeen, Anita Hill, Lisa HolsapJeanne Carroll, Alesia ple, Corey Hide, Tony
Covey,
Jackson, Jose Jobsdn,
Vena Crum, Troy Johnna Jones, Debbie
Denhardt, Regina Key,Sherri Lamb,
Dowdy, Scott England,
Terri Lamb, Lee
Greg Futrell, Penny Lewter, Lee Ana
Futrell, Marica Grimes, Lockhart, Lisa Maltby,
Jocelyn Hardin, Lisa Morgan, Amberfy
Stephanie Hays, Angela
'Mss, Doug McKinneY,
Hendricks, Anne Marie Scott Nix, Regina Peelet,
Hoke.
Kelli Pierce, David
Tammy Holland, David Rogers,
Hopkins, Rodney Jones,
Anthony Sheppard,
Jody Lassiter, David Leigh Ann Steely, Susan
Lawrence, Connie Mann- Sykes, Scott Taylor, Mike
ing, Marcy Marine, Liz Thompson, Jeanne
Marquardt, Rhett Mat- Thorn,Staci Tidwell, Tim
thews, Joey McCallon, Weatherford, Beth
Angela McClard,
Woodall, Lee Yuill, RobNatalie McDougal, by Yontz.
Connie Moore, Shayne
The Frencli navigator
Morris, Tonya Murdock,
Nita Nute, Jeff Orr, Wen- and explorer Samuel de
dy Parker, Jon Poyner, Champlain set out on his
Amy Pyle, Lee Ann first voyage in 1803 to
Rayburn,KristiSalaam what now is Canadian tar.
Monty Scatterwhite, ritory. Champlain
Tracy Scott, Randy Joe established friendly relaSons,Stacey Taylor,Sean tions with the Indians and
Terry, Carol Therrien, explored the St.
Sheri Tidwell, Cindy Lawrence River to the
Tucker, Danna Underhill, rapids above the present
Jill Weibrouch, Donald site of Montreal.

Honor roll for Calloway
County Middle School for
fourth six weeks has been
released by Rey Cothran,
principal as follows:

member of the music major label.
He holds an honorary
faculty at Indiana
doctor of music degree
University.
Scott, the student from the New England
soloist of the year, will Conservatory of Music
perform a marimba solo where he served as extitled "Freckles and ecutive assistant to the
Flowers" by Tom Brown. president from 1967 to
She plays flute, piano and 1971. Phillips has also
all mallet percussion in- served as a consultant for
a commercial company
struments.
which designs and
Selected as the outstan- manufactures tubas.
ding band student at
He will perform two
Caldwell County in 1980
and 1981, she is a selections with the Wind
member of the marching Ensemble — "Concerto
and concert bands, as for Bass Tuba" by Ralph
well as the jazz and pep Vaughan Williams and
bands. She has also par- "Carioca" by Vincent
ticipated in the Kentucky Youmans, arranged by
Summer Wind Ensemble, Lon Norman.
All-District Bands, QuadOther works on the proState Bands and All-State gram for the evening will
Bands.
be "Incantation and
Phillips, a faculty Dance" by John Barnes
member at Indiana Chance, "The Planets"
University since 1972, is by Gusta Hoist, "His
acclaimed by many as Honor" by Henry
the nation's most outstan- Fillmore, "The Gallant
ding tuba soloist. tie has Seventh" by John Philip
recorded music from Sousa and "In Storm and
classical to jazz for every Sunshine" by J.C. Heed.

FOUR-LEGGED FRIEND — Horse power in London's Old Kent Road gives
bowler-hatted Mr. Goodwin from Bromley in Kent a chance to beat the national rail strike in England and get him to his job in the city of London, by one
of the more original alternatives.
(AP Laaerphoto)
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Good Thursday Thru Sunday
641 N.759-9995 Bel Air Ctr. 753-8777
Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 n 12-6

Electronics

VISITANTS=

The 48-piece Murray
State University Wind
Ensemble under the
direction of Dr. Gerald
Welker will appear in
concert as the opening
program of the 34th annual Quad-State Band
Festival at Murray State
University on Friday
evening.
To begin at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, the
program will include six
works for concert band. It
is open to the public at no
admission charge.
About 350 honors
students from 55 high
schools in six states will
be on the campus for the
festival, which continues
Saturday and Sunday and
culminates with a 1 p.m.
Sunday concert in Lovett
Auditorium.
Featured as soloists
with the Wind Ensemble
for the Friday evening
concert will be Shell
Scott, a Caldwell County
High School senior, and
Harvey Phillips, a

Honor studentsnamed

•

Super
Pri
Low
Quality Name Brand
Sound Systems For
Less During Our
Big Electronics
Sale! Be There!

•

Fashion & Western
JEANS
All New Styles -Just Compleied

Men's & Boy's

38, 40

assa3l,32,33, 34, X,

Save
pi51

!so1$111175,s
.
$85°

Off Our Original
Super Low Price
of $784

Cask Oily

Work Jeans

$8"--• $850 To $1175

Pioneer 30 Watt
Component Stereo
*integrated 30 watt stereo amp.
'Semi-auto direct drive turntable
*Cassette deck w/dolby NR
*3 Way 60 watts speakers
•Spacesaver audio cabinet
•No. 3000

Cash Only

/
$lus 7,

it, 13, 15.17OPN big*

LANDOLT LTD
11 Poplar
•

•

vim ),

•

•

•

Thebargain
waterheater yosere
considering may I
notbeabargain
afterall.
water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle. They're also
less efficient in retaining
heat. And heat loss is dollars
out of your pocket
That's not true with a
Conservationist* electric
water heater. The initial
cost is a few dollars more,
yes. But they're less
expensive in the long run
because they're far more
energy efficient • thanks to
double density insulation
and many other energy
saving features.
If yott want more reasons
why a Conservationist
water heater should be your
number one choice in water
heaters, call us today.
Bargain

•

Save

si50
;
•
•

r-

a
•

Pioneer 20 Watt
Component Stereo
System

Off Our Original
Super Low Price
of 8888

'Integrated amplifier
•A M-FM stereo tuner
'Semi-auto direct drive
turntable 'Cassette deck
with dolby NR 'No.2000

LMa-1

•15 Watt amp AM/FM
tuner with illuminated slide
rule dial
'Cassette deck with power
touch control
•Auto stop with Dolby NR
•2 Way thruster speakers
•Rack with deluxe casters
& glass doors
*No. P44
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Panasonic 15 Watt
Stereo System
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for .Pss • Ari Pk/1,ot Sells for less •

vssi m arl sells •

Save

*189.88
Off Our Original
Super Low Price
of 544.88

A.O. Smith Conservationist* Water Heaters.
The investment that works.

Don't Miss These
Super Low Prices!
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Murray Supply
Co.

208 I. Maim

753-3341
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NORTE
246-A
hands that hide the pitfalls
"Folks who never do any
•A K 0087
for,
paid
get
It can never hurt to take
they
than
more
•7 6 4 2
that •etond look
never get paid for any more
•7 3
•A 5
than they do." — Elbert
Bid with Cora
.•.Third winter horse Hubbard.
wErr
EAST
•Q J 5 4 3
+86
.bow of New Providence
South holds 2-25-B
•A3
•85
Riding Club is scheduled
•K Q10 9 5
•6 4 2
Saturday, Feb. 27. The
+86
+10432
+986
V A3
'event will start at 4:30 In the play of today's easy
SOUTH
•K Q 1095
p.m. at West Kentucky looking slam, the road to
•2
•104 3 2
K Q J 109
'Livestock and Exposition success seems clear.
•A J 8
gets
declarer
However,
if
Center.
•K Q J
only half the job done, payNorth South
1•
4, Fifteen classes will be day will come some other
Dealer
Both
Vulnerable
lealured with trophies to day.
ANSWER: Two diamonds A
Declarer wins his dia- South. The bidding.
10 given in -various
hefty single raise but not
mond ace and sees that he South West North East
,groups.
Pass
Pass
3.
enough for a jump raise
cannot lead trumps until he
Pass
, Classes include open gets the diamond problem 4 NT Pass 5,
(some might choose the
Ali
6
1
1
halter, pleasure saddle under control. So he cashes
overbid instead). Two clubs
pass
rse, pony pleasure, three rounds of clubs to disfollowed by diamond sup,style, rack, open flags, card the losing diamond Opening lead Diamond port paints a different picture and is likely to lead to
Apep barrels, in- from dummy.
king
trouble.
termediate barrels, open Easy enough! How does
,western pleasure, open declarer' proceed from is only half the job at hand.
Cuba remained under
,proles, intermediate here? If he carelessly starts Before declarer plays his
the trumps now, West will trumps, he should first cash Spanish rule for four cenWestern pleasure, ladies win the ace and lead a
spades to turies and finally achiev',barrels, open speed, fourth round of clubs. East's dummy's high club. Now
fourth
shed
his
ed independence in 1902.
training barrel race, eight overruffs dummy's when trumps are led, the
U.S. influence was strong
figure 8 speed and seven and the "easy slam" defenders can score no overthere
until Fidel Castro
1/women's western goes one away.
ruff, West gets only his
pleasure.
Declarer's play of three trump ace and declarer came to power in 1959.
Cuba, the world's largest
high clubs to discard
. vulnerable small
Admission at gate will dummy's diamond loser enjoys a
exporter of sugar, has a
slam.
Ptte 81 per person over 6.
population
of 9,825,000.
priority, but that
takes
first
It's those easy looking
,

Individual
Horoscope

—
98l Olds Cutlass Brougham Co
loaded,one owner,10, actual milks

1981 Cutlass Supreme Coupe — moderatly equipped,14,000 actual miles
1981 Cutla1sa Supreme Coupe — power and
air, diesel engine, one owner, Kentucky
car
1980 Pontiac Grand Prix LJ — loaded
with equipment, one owner, local, with
23,000 actual miles
1980 Grand Prix J model — well eqipped,
one owner,local car, 17,000 actual miles

O.!!

7

era.

141

•

1980 Olds Cutlas Brougham 4 Door —
loaded, one owner,locarcar
Toyota Corona Deluxe Statign_
Wagon — automatic, air conditioning,
one owner,local
1977 Olds Delta 88 2 Door,. Hard TQp —
power and air, 53,000 actual rn1ls,locally
owned
1977 AMC Gremlin 3 Door — locally ownedp33,000 actual miles
1975 Ford Pinto — 54,000 miles, one
owner,local

1278

A SMILE FOR THE CAMERA — Seventy-yearold Chan Biu coaxes his simian partner to "smile"
for the camera during a break from selling home
remedies on the street corner in Hong Kong. Chan
bought the monkey a decade ago and uses him to attract people to his corner.
(AP Laserphoto)
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Frames Drake
FOR FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 28,1912
• What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for year birth Sign
ARMS
'(Mor. 21 to Apr. 19) er4F%
A friend is quite supportive,
tot arguments could arise
with a loved one. The spirit of
compromise is certainly needed now.
il,,TAURUS
Apr.20 to May 20) dig?
Confidential business talks
;go well, but there could be
; acme friction with a corn:-)ietitive co-worker. Guard
,against introversion.
'.GEMINI
:(May 21 to June 20) IMP
'
Rivalry may be found in the
department. News
afar is good. Relations
to cleat friends have their
iups aritdans.
ANCER
,i(June 21 to July n)
k Despite promising career
'Italks, you may be surprised
!when you meet with some
;resistance from a family
/member.Sidestep conflict.
1,LIDO
.puly 23 to Aug.72)
. You'll get along ,with close
lies, but could be drawn into
an argument by an acquainlance. Confide only in those
7vMom you trust.

r,r

s,•

,..ss •

1."1,1•*

• Wai IV 4,1 Sells for Les,•',al Mar

0

7e
•

Weekends
are a great
time to shop
and save at
Wal-Mart!

•

•

VA/A"'qr #r 4

Save 19%
Armor All Cle,
•160z,•Rerv

FIR STENO X-PAMNII

VAWABLE COUPON,

anrEnna IIIIESSORY

Save 3.92
FM Signal Booster
•Brings in FM signals
in fringe areas
•Easy installation
•No. ABC-100
*Reg. t988

Pledge
Original, won,or Wood
' Scent
Waxed Beauty Instantly
As You Dust
14 Ounce
With This Coupon

'(Aug. 22to Sept. 22) "P
'.• Either you or a close -tie
iould be extravagant Work
'Should proceed smoothly.
'Avoid arguments about finan,Motters.
.‘,Sept. 23 to Oct.22) Awn
• Think about the positive
Thingi you have in common,
nnd don't let minor difnces suddenly become
jor arguments. Cool it!
liCORPIO
Cct.23to Nov.21) IneeV
• Someohe with an ego promy purposely give You
hard 'time. Refuse to be
drawn into a squabble. Home
affairs prosper now.
SAGTITARIUS
%jeep
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Make important phone calls
and utilize creative energy. A
kfead will tempt you to anger,
so try to steer clear a/
Meubletnekers.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. to Jan.19) Vi
It's a,. good time to make
needed domestic decisions,
bat a career matter may interfere with some long.
planned family activities.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Don't let your energy be
sapped by argumentative
types. It's a plus time for
creative pursuits and mental
S work in general.
;PISCES
I(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
t It's best to work from
behind the scenes regarding a
financial project. Others
might raise objections and
cause needless delay.
; YOU BORN TODAY are inventive, philosophical and
;drawn to religion and politics.
t You have an affinity for social
• service and work well with the
sick and needy. You have a
good understanding of human
stands you in
•
• nature, whichmatter what line
• good stead no
of work you choose. Though
you can succeed in business,
you're more at home in
creative areas. Literature,
theater and the entertainment
I world ia general would pro;mise you much satisfaction.
• Strive to be original and you'll
rise to the top of your protests*, Birthdate : Johnny
Cash, country singer; Jackie
Gleascin comedian; and Vic4tor Hu,,writer.

M':

Good Thurs. Thru Sunday
641 N.759-9995 Bel Air Ctr. 753-8777
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sunday 12-6 Murray, Ky.
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1982 Chevorlet Celebrity 4 Door Sedan —
power and air, 2500 actual miles, one
owner,just like new at a used car price

so4:41

75
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Lee Nails
Lengthens, Mends and
Prevents Nail Biting

15.96
we Sell

With This Coupon

For Less!
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HIGH HOPES — (Above) During one of her
cheerleading stunts, Hope Miller of Union County,
Ky., appears to be wearing a halo as a light from
the ceiling of Racer Arena floats above her head.

(Right photo) Kenney Hammonds points to where
he hopes his Racer teammates will be after the
squad travels to Akron tonight and Youngstown
State on Saturday.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Georgia nips Vols,64-63

No.7Kentucky finally obtains share ofSEClead
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
It took a long time to
get there, but seventhranked Kentucky has
finally claimed a share of
the Southeastern Conference basketball lead.
The Wildcats buried
Mississippi State 71-54
Wednesday night, then
got needed help about 90
minutes later when
Dominique Wilkins tapped in a basket with eight
seconds remaining to
give Georgia a 64-63
triumph over 19th-ranked
Tennessee, Ow.> seasonlong SEC leader, in *
regionally televised"

game.
at Auburn."
Both front-runners,
Kentucky, the
owning 13-4 conference preseason favorite, ocmarks, must make their cupies a share of the top
championship bids on the spot for the first time this
road in regular season year since Tennessee
finales Saturday after- held a half-game lead
noon — Kentucky at after each of the
defending champion Wildcats' first two SEC
Louisiana State in a conquests. The Cats then
televised contest and went on a two-game losing streak and never got
Tennessee at Auburn.
"It's a big loss for us, a nearer than a game of the
big victory for Georgia," Vols until Wednesday
said Coach Don DeVoe, night.
who had hoped to see his
"This is a big victory
Tennessee team nail for us," said Coach Joe B.
down at least a share of Hall of Kentucky. "It was
the•Aitle with a victory a viadioation of a loss and
ovar the 4'1449. Melt,4 think melll goittlythu
riri out h8iv* good we are Louisiana State gaine in a

v

Georgia, 15-10 and 9-8.
Ellis had 34 as the Vols
saw a four•game winning
streak end,and fell to-18-7
overall.
Kentucky's sixth consecutive triumph enabled
to Wildcats to extend
their national record of
20-victory campaigns to
career-high 32 points.
good frame of mind."
In other finals Satur- 344 going to 20-5 for the
In other SEC action
Wednesday night, day, Alabama is at season, Derrick Hord led
Alabama stayed in con- Vanderbilt, Ole Miss at the Cats with 20 and
tention only one game Georgia and Florida at Melvin Turpin added 17.
behind with a 74-72 vic- Mississippi State. The Jeff Malone had 24 for
tory over Auburn, final day will set the pair- State.
Alabama, 204 and 12-5,
Mississippi breezed by ings for next week's conLouisiana State 74-61 and.. ference .tournament on, ,secared ,its victory over
Kentucky's home floor, Auburn when freshman
Vangerbilli,wrushed
tWo
where the Wildcats have Ennis Whatley
Fjotidar' 067.'its Willie
reeled off 28 consecutive free throws to give the
"Hutch" Jones scored a
victories.
Tennessee trailed
Georgia by nine points in
the second half but fought
back for a one-point lead.
It appeared the Vols were
in a strong position, but
Murray State men's
ace forward Dale Ellis
and Tyrone Beaman each track coach Bill Cornell
missed the front.end of a believes his team is primone-and-one free throw ed for a strong showing
situation in the final this weekend in the annual Ohio Valley Conminute.
That set the stage for ference Indoor Track
Wilkins' game-winning Championships at Murtip. Tennessee called freesboro, Tn.
"Middle Tennessee is
time out, but Ellis was
unable to handle a pass the favorite," noted Corinside as the horn sound- nell. "If everything clicks
just right, however, we
ed.
Wilkins had 15 and could make a run at the
Vern Fleming 14 for championship. We have

Tide a four-point lead
with five seconds remaining.
Mike Davis led the Tide
with 17 points and Phillip
Lockett had 14. Darrell
Lockhart and Greg
Turner had 15 each for
Auburn.
Ole Miss made school
history by beating LSU,
marking the first time in
the 50 years of the SEC
that the Rebels beat
every conference foe at
least once during a
season. It was the fourth
-cOnseOtitive victory for
Ole Miss, and its seventh
in the last eight games.
Carlos Clark scored 22

and Eric Laird 21 for
Mississippi, 16-9 and 114.
Derrick Taylor had 20
and Howard Carter 18 as
LSU dropped its fifth consecutive game and fell to
13-12 overall and 10-7 in
the SEC.
Vandy, 13-12, ended a
three-game losing streak
with its victory over
Florida, as the Gators
dropped their fifth in a
row and their 19th in 20
games.
Jeff Turner added 17 to
Jones' leading 32 for the
Commodores, who led by
19 once during the second
half. Ronnie Williams
tallied 24 for Florida.

Racers primed for conference
indoor track championships
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Forde, who has already
qualified for the NCAA
Indoor Championships
with a 47.56 in the 440, a
1:51.68 in the 880 and as
the anchor on the Racer
mile relay team, won last
year's OVC 440-yard run.
Brown is also an NCAA
qualifier with a 47.43
clocking Feb. 13 in the
Middle Tennessee Invitational.

S10

RUM

Pyramid and Delong 24 oz.

vow,

Top Racer performers
will include Elvis Forde
in the 600-yard run,
Alfred Brown in the 440yard dash, John Walsh in
the 60-yard dash along
with Paul Babits and
Daren Pahl in the pole
vault.

PAR

Sizes Youth 4—Adult XL

"Irsi,m14000-

the jumps,sprints and
hurdles and feels his will
counter with nearing
depth in each event.

GINS TUNE-UP
OIL FORTIFIER
se MOTOR HONEY

$2.95

Columbia Blue w/Red Trim
And Red w/ White Trim

A

ALL • PRO'

Save on all owls

good balance and the
capability to score in
every event."
Murray State, which
won the OVC cross country title this fall, placed
third in last year's competition after winning the
indoor crown in 1980. Middle Tennessee is the
defending champion.
The meet is scheduled
to begin Friday at
MTSU's Murphy Center
with finals in the long
jump, high jump, shot
put, distance medley
relay and three-mile run
scheduled for the first
night. Qualifying in
several events will also
take place Friday with
the conclusion of the 17event competition set
Saturday afternoon.
Cornell expects Middle
Tennessee to be strong in

IRISH SETTERS: PACE-SETTERS!
Irish Setters are part boot, part tradition and aN
lasting comfort, fit and wear. For hunting, fishing, hiking, camping or general weekending
there's nothing finer for your feet...and you!
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Tennis pro Mel Purcell, Murray's favorite son, is
currently playing for pesos in another Grand Prix
tournament in Monterrey, Mexico.
And after Wednesday's match, the blond-haired
hustler may have the best shot of winning the
8300,000 ATP Games.
Wednesday he knocked off Roscoe Tanner of
Lookout Mountain, Tenn.,6-3,6-4, which places him
hi the quarter-finals against No.1 seeded Jimmy
Connors Friday.
• He overpowered Carlos Kirmayr of Brazil, 6-3, 16,7-6, in his first round match earlier this week.
After this tournament, Purcell plans to take a
couple of weeks off with successive trips to Los
Angeles and Murray on tap. Following the layoff
the local netter will cross the Atlantic for a Eurow.an tourney tour in Rotterdam, Netherlands, and
?Allan,Italy, beginning March 15.
• • •
Tonight Murray State's Racers aim to thaw the
first half of their trip to "Ice Valley" when they
visit Akron.
A clean sweep of tonight's game and Saturday's
trip to Youngstown will boost MSU into a tie and a
share of the Ohio Valley Conference regular season
title. In this incidence, a tie would not be as bad as
"kissing your sister," as Indiana's Bobby Knight is
often credited with saying.
Western Kentucky will own the other half of the
OVC title, and unless Tennessee Tech somehow

niuscies past Middle Tennessee into the fourth
place position, you can start gassing up for the trip
to Bowling Green for the conference tournament.
•

• •

A quote appearing in Memphis' Commerical Appeal creditsidurray State's Ron Greene with saying
this about star center Ricky Hood:
"He leaps tall buildings with a single bound.
Some players I've hadjust raninto tall buildings."
Hood, who slam dunked his way into the hearts of
Racer fans this season, boasts 24 stuffs, including
some of the best dunks ever performed in Racer
Arena,according to Greene.
•

•

Contereace
Eenderence AU Games
L Pet W L Pet.
13 4 .765 20 5 .805
Kentucky
13
4
.765 18 7 .728
Tennessee
12 5 .751 20 5 .11/11
Alabama
Missiasippi
11 6 .647 16 9 440
10 7 .541 13 12 .528
Lonialana St_
Georgia
8 I .SOS 14 15 .583
6 11 .313 12 13 .415
Auburn
6 11 .313 13 12 ISS
Vanderbilt
314 .121 711 ..IM
.
21.1 .1311% 115
Weibmisilay's Besnils
a
r:MX.1,Florida V
771,Mississippi& 114
Minsissippi 74,Louana St.11
Alabama 74, Ambers72
Georgia 64, Tennessee 63

Tennis

t

College
basketball
Wednesday's College Basketball Scores
EAST
Drew 78, FDU-Madboon 77
Washington
63, Rutgers 63
Geo.
' Georgetown,D.C.60, Providence 42
lona 74, Wagner 69
LaSalle 57, Drexel 55
Lehigh II, Delaware M
Marist 95, Vermont94
Rider 59, Backnell 34
St.John's, NY 112,Setae Hall 65
Villa:we 67,Connecticut 413, OT
W Chester St. 71, Lafayette..
W.Virginia 12, Pittsburgh 77

GENOA, Italy (AP)Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia overwhelmed Pavel Slozil of
Czechoslovakia 6-0, 6-3,
while Vitas Gerulaitis
downed Rolf Gehring of
West Germany 8-1, 6-2 in
the first round of the
;300,000 WCT Bitti
Bergamo Memorial Tournament.
In other matches, Wojtek Fibak of Poland beat
Christophe RogerVasselin of France 6-3, 63; Buster Mottram of Britain defeated Uli Pinner
of West Germany 7-5,6-3;

_

aroWBST

.t

11:`
st,,e
S.

Ball St. 71, Bowling Green 51
Chicago SI, Lake Forest61
DePeal 7$,Forman 74
Iowa St. 71, Oklahoma St.64
Kansas St $7, Missouri 56
Marquette 71, Detroit 61
Miami,0.13,C.Michigan 711
Nebraska 71, Colorado $7
N .Illinois 72, E.Michigaa 62
&Joseph's,lad. 154,Illinois Mehl)*
Toledo M,Kent St. 75
Valpariao 73, Butler 70
W.Michigan 411, Ohio 53
Wis.-Milwaulbee 67, Grand Valley St
62
Yaakkall1.1111441114

TOLEDO,Ohio(AP)Earl Anthony took over
the lead after three
rounds in the ;200,000
Toledo Trust Professional Bowlers
Association National
Championship.

i

273 45
16451
211 W
Mil 51
207 17
WM 37

resimsomin.wiederi
omen atjamitreal
Veseerser atCsdpry
WSW'at
Vaneoeverlit
i

Anthony fired 1,799 in
the third qualifying session to move from sixth
place to a 25Tin lead over
Steve Cook.ias the field
was cut from 360 to the
top 90.

If Murray State can win
its final two encounters it
would mark only the second time in the past 20
seasons that a Racer
team achieved 20 wins
during the 1979-80 season
and ended the year with
23 after advancing to the
quarter-final round of the
NIT.
Two more final advantages would also give
the Racers a share of
their sixth-ever Ohio
Valley. Conference
basketball championship.
Western Kentucky earned no less than a tie for
the conference top spot
with a win Saturday in its
final conference game.
In addition to earning
entry into the post-season
conference tournament,
Saturday's victory over
Tennessee Tech also
marked a milestone for
Greene as he achieved his
250th career win over 15
seasons.
In venturing northward

Pro basketball

on new Case lawn/garden tractors
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If you buy one of our new Case lawntgarden
tractors during this special discount,period,
you'll save up to $300 depending on the model
chosen. Check the table below. The,doilar
discounts are shown opposite the ;4_4._
!f
Can tractor models.
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Weitheaday's Guam
Boston 132, Utah 90
Milwaukee 113, Nov Jersey He
Indiana 116, New York 17
Portland 113, Kansas City 1 1 l
Houston IX Denver 111
Phoenix 131, Cleveland 97
Thursday's Games
Sae Aeneas el Detrat
at Dallas
State
°Oka
Les Migeks at Seattle
Priday's Gores
San Diego at Boston
Portland at Ni,Jersey
Chicago at Atlanta
San Antonio at Indiana
Kansas City at Washington
Gelid* State at Houston
Sestat Utah
De
at Phoenix
Phil.4, 1 Aim at!,nit Angeles

e

•

__Akron, which stands at _iu4_ 411_ _14.Pcnilough, _leads the Racers in scor7-17 overall and 3-11 in who scored 22 in MSU's ing with a 14.6 average, is
conference competition, 67-63 win earlier this just six rebounds away
features the OVC's season and is currently from surpassing the cenleading scorer in 64 averaging 17.2 points an tury mark in points, rebounds and assists in one
sophomore Joe Jakubick. outing.
season.
Green leads the
Murray State's earlier
Murray State edged the
OVC
in
assists with 118
wins
over
Akron
and
Zips 6543 in the first
games.
over
24
meeting between the two Youngstoen were just two
The last time an MSU
teams back in December of the 13 Racer en- player went over 100 in all
with Jakubiek scoring a counters that have been three categories was
decided by five points or
game-high 25 points.
less this season. MSU has 1976-77 when Grover
Yow3gstowa is current- taken a final advantage Woolard finished the
season with 411 points,
ly 7-17 overall and 4-10 in in 12 of those contests.
league play. The
124 rebounds and 117
Guard Glen Green, who assists.
,Penguins are paced by

Esposito's record foils

re-at Gretzky'
Washed up kid becomes 1GBUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) goals scored in one 111104 realize it, he had slamm- When Wayne Gretzky season - Esposito ed a 10-foot wrist shot
was six years old and established the record in pastEdwards for No. 77.
tearing apart midget • 11N041 and Craftily tied it
Gretzky was on ice for
hockey, he was told he last Sunday in Detroit. • nearly half the game and
ouldn't last.
The marvellous Oiler wound up with three
Now he is 21 and holds center did not product goals in that final 636,
all the major individual . that historic goal yea - giving him 79 this_fielSOD
National Hockey League 6:30 remained in the and a 20-game pointscoring records. And Use--game. He had form ex- searing streak. At his curmarks he set might last cellent chances but was rent pace, Gretzky would
forever.
• stymied each time by challenge the 100-goal
Gretzky was at his Sabre goalie Don Ed- barrier and would easily
dramatic best Wednes- wards.
surpass 200 points - he
But then, whoa Mania already holds the points
day night as the Edmonton Oilers defeated right wing Steve Patrick record with 176 this camthe Buffalo Sabres 6-3. He coollbsd up the puck, paign, 12 more than last
needed one goal to snap a Gretzky pounced on it season.
deadlock with Phil and before .the sellout
Not bad for a kid who
Esposito for the most crowd of ICUS lino/nod to was supposed to be wash-

P.?I •

224
444
444
444
use

222

Now's the right time to buy.
Put a Case on your place. Ito 18 hp. Rear engine riding mower; lawn tractors; lawn
and garden tractors: loader/tractor and loaderbackhoe. Ask for a demonstration
of exclusive Case HYDRIV'-no bats, shafts or pulleys in the drive system. Get
the best. Get a Case. Get a big Case discount-now.

Offer valid Feb. 1, through Mar. 31, 1982

COPY AVAILABLE

McKee! Equipment Co.
503 Walnut

753-3062

Esa

ed up during his
adolescence.
"Every game is
challenge; every shift is;
challenge," said Gretzk:
whose hat trick was h,
ninth game with at leas
three goals, including a
five-goal game and thref
four-goal nigh ts---thiiseason.
The Great Gretzky
received cabled
messages from President
Reagan and NHL President John Ziegler.
Reegan had met Gretzky
at a White House Luncheon held earlier this
month for the All-Stars.

HIRSCH at CO.

Men's Tri-Blend

Dress
Slacks

_Men's

Long Sleeve
Rog.To $10

Prices Good
Through
February 28
$ 75
$100
11100
*150
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80
1011XC
110XC
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Drawings for the first round of the boys and girls
state high school tournaments (Sweet 16) will be
aired live on KET Channel 21, Friday at 1 p.m.
(CT). Local viewers with Cablevision can receive
the broadcast on Channel 9.
Athletic
According to the Kentucky
Association, the drawings will be done by Raymond
Barber, superintendent of public instruction, and
Judy Cox, girls' basketball coach for Paris High
School, Paris, Ky.
Bather and Cox will draw numbers from a box on
the KET set and post the pairings for the initial
round of basketball games.
The-girls tournament will be at Eastern Kentucky
University, March 17-20, and Lexington's Rupp
Arena will be the site for the boys playoff, March 2427.
•.•
With baseball waiting in the wings for the first
aignis
u
V,
here's a thought from John Leonard
that
in the New York Times in 1975:
"
ha
to be a game of cumulative
tension ... football, basketball and hockey are
played with hand grenades and machine guns."

00
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31 17
.11111
.147
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X 11
1%
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.147
Goidee State
U 24
.147
Meek
21 26
137
I%
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45 45
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Murray State achieved
one of its pre-season
goals Saturday as the
Racers edged past Tennessee Tech and secured
a position for the third
consecutive year in the
post-season Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament.
Two additional major
achievements remain
within reach as Murray to Akron and
State concludes its Youngstown, the Racers
regular season schedule will be facing two of the
this week with visits to top point producers in the
Akron on tonight and conference.
•
Youngstown on Saturday.

Get A Jump Olt-Spring With Big Price Discounts
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Hungary's Belau 'Faroezy beat Stanislav Birner
of Czechoslovakia 6-2, 76; and Bill Scanlon advanced when Mike Cahill
defaulted because of a leg
Injury.
OAKLAND (AP) Chris Evert beat Peanut
Louie 0-1, 6-2 in the first
round Of the ;150,000 Avon
Championships of
California.
In another match,
Leslie Allen upset No.6
seed Bettina Bunge, 6-3,
6-3. Pam Shriver, due to
an injury, became the
first seeded player to
drop out of contention.

Hockey

Natimal Hockey League
Wales Caskrandi PatrickD.
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Not to ignore the women, here's one Richie
Spears of San Diego State
.with when talkinf about a guard he was recctinle °P:
'She's the perfect point guard forour
play. She's too slow to play out of control." style of

• •.
Monday, March I, the OVC office will announce
the representatives on the All OVC teams(men and
women), while the Coaches of the Year, Players of
the Year and All-Freshman teams will be announced in successive daily releases.

Racers achieve one of three objectives,
collide with top scorers in 'Ice Valley'

Sports at a glance
SEC standings

•

Although Greene is in Ohio,Indiamitellang him.
The Murray mentor, formerly a starting guard on
the Terre Haute Gerstmeyer team of 1956-56, was
named to the 12-member Silver Anniversary AllState team by the Indiana Basketball Hall of Fame.
The team members, all graduated in 1957,
defeated Oscar Robertson's Indianapolis Crispus
Attucks team in the opening game of the 56-56
season. March 26 the team members will be
honored at the Hall of Fame dinner at the Indiana
Convention Center.
• • •
Here's a good one from Missouri catch Norm
Stewart on high speed basketball:
"Hike it," he contends,"I think the baseball pass
Is a good one, even if it sometimes his the lady in
section C wearing the funny hat ... Well, maybe not
with two minutes left in the game."
• • •
How about this one from Oklahoma coach Billy
Tubbs after Oklahoma State's Joe Atkinson blocked
four shots against histeam:
"I'm going to have to take a few of our guys down
and have 'Spalding 100' removed from their
foreheads."
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Bob Head to lead workshop

Names in the news
TRENTON, N.J. (AP)
- Gov. Thomas H. Kean
says his wife, Debby, was
worried when he was
named to a fashion foundation's best-dressed list.
"She's afraid people
may start to dress like
Joe," Kean said, beam*.
Though he's a
millionaire, Kean
became known in New
Jersey's Assembly for
what might be called the
"rumpled look."
"Some of his clothes
were very old and he liked 'environmental' ties —
the ones with whales and
heavers all over them,"
Kean spokesman Carl
Golden said Wednesday,
explaining the governor's
past dress habits.
But Earl Benham,
president-elect of the
Custom Tailors and
Designers Association of
America, said Kean indeed had made the New
York-based Fashion
Foundation of America's

thiiessions in the sectind a t MacMur3y,
annual Young Rem- students will bring artbrandt Day for high work to be critiqued. He
school students and added the activity also
teachers from across Il- benefits teachers by making them better aclinois.
quainted with new techniOther workshop topics ques in art.
for the day will be Com-- —
mercial art, cetamics
joined the
who
Head,
and sculpture, and painMurray State faculty in
ting.
1965, earned the M.F.A.
Larry Calhoun, degree at Kent State
associate professor of art University.

Robert Head,chairman
of the Department of Art
at Murray State University, will lead a workshop
about "hands-on" drawing at MacMurray College, Jacksonville,
March 2 as one of the
highlights of Young Rembrandt Day on that campus.
The gallery talk by
Head, who is a graduate
of MacMurray, is one of

"Best Dressed Men of the
Year" list in the "Civic
Affairs" category.
BEDFORD, N.Y.(AP)
— There'll be no Redford
in Bedford, and clerks
who were hoping for a
"little sparkle" in their
lives are sorry it has to be
that way.
Actor Robert Redford,
whom the clerks have affectionately dubbed "R2," was to appear in Town
Court on Wednesday to
contest a $30 speeding
ticket for allegedly driving 73 mph in a 55 mph
zone last Nov. 7. Redford
was on his way to visit
fellow actor Paul
Newman's horse farm in
nearby North Salem.

Hospital reports dismissals
Adults 170
Nursery 8
2-23-82
Newborn Admissions
Vickie Driver and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Connie Lilly and Baby
Boy,1806 A. Monroe.
Linda Miller and Baby
Girl, Rt. 5 Box 376.
Dismissals
Tammy R. Smith, Rt. 1,
Benton, Eda Ruth Cunningham, Rt. 5, Carol S.
Albright, 922 S. 4th,
Paducah, Tracy D.

Perry, Rt. 1, Calvert City, Canup, 707 Story, Don J
Cielita A. Stubblefield, Davis, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Edith L. Shuman, Rt. 5,
Rt. 1, Almo.
712
Dianna G. Harrison, P. William T. Sledd,
Poplar.
0. Box 934, Patsy A.
Rexie Franklin ParLocke, Rt. 1, Otis Brent
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mary
rish,
Bennett, 306 North
EdinBut Redford sent a letSeventh St., Betty L. Mor- W. Johnston, 2220
A.
Thomas
borough,
ter authorizing his atris, 901 Johnny Robertson
12th
North
106
Turner,
KISS FOR KILLER WHALE — Sea World's star sea lion Clyde plants an aftorney, Lawrence Maffei,
P.
L.
Miller,
Corey
Rd.,
1713
fectionate kiss on Shamu, a killer whale. This particular behavior is a
to be his stand-in. The
0. Box 57, Hazel, 0. Ruth St., Laverne Orr,
F.
Eulalya
Keenland,
breakthrough because whales feed on sea lions in the wild. Both Clyde and
case was adjourned until
Story.
Lassiter, 1401
883,
Box
Orlando,
0.
between
located
Sea
P.
World,
at
own
in
shows
Warren,
their
perform
Shamu
M9rch 4, and Redford
Linda L. Edwards, Rt.
Fla., and Walt Disney World,Fla.
doesn't have to appear
6, Kenny R. Deel, Rt. 5, Robert N. Thompson, Rt.
(AP Laserphoto)
then, either.
Paris, Tenn., Robbie L. 4, Fulton.
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The Quick
& Easy
Way To
Buy And
Sell!

It's elementary! The
shortest distance between
two points is in the
Classifieds...your direct
line to find it all...large
or small.. from jobs to junk
yards, real estate to real
antiques...and lots more to buy, sell,
trade or rent! See for yourself!
•

Nitierray Ledger & TiresCall 7511916
Ask for our classified salespeople
Bob Taylor and Jan Tabers
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Lawrence Welk tapes finalshow
HOLLYWOOD (AP) —
As the smiling maestro
gave the television
camera his last ••ah-one,
ah-two" downbeat,
Lawrence Welk taped his
final show after 27 years
on the air.
But the familiar pop of
the champagne cork and
floating bubbles will be
around for a long time, as
The Lawrence Welk
Show" will continue in
reruns on more than 200
U.S. and Canadian TV
stations until September.
The 1,542nd show for
Welk and his Music
Makers was taped
Wednesday night in a
family celebration, but no
mention was made oncamera that it was different from any other.
The last show will be

broadcast during the
week of April 11. Afterward, it will be syndicated as "Memories
with Lawrence Welk,"
with the bandleader taping new introductions for
his 52 favorite shows.
"Spotlight On Our
Musical Family," was
the theme of the final
show. Before the taping,
he and Fern, his wife of
almost 50 years, danced a
waltz to the delight of the
250 invited guests.
The guests included
two Welk children —
Shirley Frederick and
her five children, and
Larry Welk, with his two.
The audience also included such Welk alumni as
cellist Charlotte Buck,
honky-tonk pianist
Joanne Castle, singer

The Lennon Sisters arrived after the _ show,
coming from an out-oftown engagement. Also
present was their uncle,
Jimmy Lennon, executive vice president of
the Welk empire; Sam
Lutz, Welk's manager for
37 years; and Don Fedderson, his TV producer.
When ABC canceled
"The Lawrence Welk
Show" in 1971 after 16
years with the network,
Lutz and Fedderson
steered it into syndication, where it soon
became the No. I show.

FEATHERED ROADBLOCK — Swans block a
road in Berlin, W. Germany, begging for food.
Many a passing motorist encounters the feathered
roadblock close to the Havel Lake, when the lake is
covered with ice.
(AP Laserphoto)

Principal releases honor roll

Quarter Pound
Pure

Ray L. Dunn, principal,
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School, has
released honor roll for
fourth six weeks as
follows:
Sixth Grade
All A's — Leslie Ervin,
Melissa Fisher, Patrick
Gupton, Roger Herndon,

Ground
Beef Patties
14 Li Rex $ 1 988

Richard Hill and
Stephanie Howell.
All A's and B's— Marla
Arnett, Dal Barrett, Ray
Dunn, Anisha Frizell,
Tracy Henry, Johna
Jones, Corey Lambert,
Debbie Littrell, Chad
Stubblefield and Heather
Welch.

CINCINNATI AP)
The implied guilt in paying a $200,000 fine for
sloppy quality assurance
in the construction of the
William H. Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station at
Moscow may be more
damaging to Cincinnati
Gas & Electric Co. than
the amount of the fine,
says CG&E President
William Dickhoner.
"The mere fact that
you're fined carries a certain stigma and the
stigma has a greater
penalty than the dollar
value of the fine,"
Dickhoner said Wednesday in announcing that
the utility had paid the
fine proposed Nov. 24 by
the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
He said CG&E and its
partners in the nuclear
plant — Dayton Power &
Light Co. and Columbus
and Southern Ohio Electric Co. — admitted no intentional wrongdoing, but
"have elected to pay the
fine rather than pursue
our differences and contest this issue with the
NRC."
"That course could entail lengthy proceedings
which would be enor-

inously more costly than
the penalty," Dickhoner
said. We believe it is important to be free to
devote our full energies
and attention toward the
positive goal of completing Zimmer Station in
a quality manner.
Moreover, we feel that
the time has come to
devote our full efforts
toward ... placing it in
operation as an asset to
the community."
Dickhoner acknowledged some sloppy record
keeping, but blamed the
company it hired to build
the plant.
"We do agree that deficiencies existed in implementing our quality
assurance program and
in exercising sufficient
surveillance over our
construction contractor,
the Henry J. Kaiser Co.,
but we believe that we
have fully corrected
these deficiencies," he
said.
Some wording in the
NRC notice of violation,
particularly the use of the
word "false" concerning
documentation of construction work, rankled
Dickhoner.
"As far as we're con-

cerned, the definition of
false means that there
was intent to mislead or
defraud, and that's where
we take serious exception
to the way the NRC has
categorized the Inaccuracies," he said.
"We admit that there
were errors in the
records. But certainly
there was no intent to
mislead the NRC into
thinking something was
safe when it really
wasn't. False implies a
certain criminal activity,
which certainly was not
the case at Zimmer. And
we have gone 'round and
'round with the commission on that."
The 81.2 billion Zimmer
plant, about 30 miles
upriver from Cincinnati,
has been under construction for a decade and is 97
percent complete.
Dickhoner said he expects it to be finished in
July and that commercial
operation will be under
way early in 1983.
"Overall, we believe
that the construction
quality programs we
have undertaken at Zimmer Station will provide
additional assurance of
the plant's safety.

WINTER SUPER SAVER

Frosty Acres
Green Garden

Peas

20 Lb. Box

$J569

Frosty. Acres Cream Style

$719

Corn

12/10 oz. Pkgs.

Frosty Acres

Orange Juice
Choice Sides Of Beef

24/ 12 oz. Cans $2295

22S To 27S Lbs.

t139

Lb

I

Cut it Wrapped Free

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
'07 N. 34 St.

Implication may be more damaging than fine

Sandy Griffith and Maxine Grey, an early
"Champagne Lady," as
well as 10 musicians who
dated back to Welk's
start in North Dakota.

Mow 7$3•1401
NOIR1;7:00- S:110 Moe.•Fri.

We Acc.Ø Feed
Stoops

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray.'

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Builders slow
to adopt
new methods
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Builders, often hampered
by unnecessarily restrictive local building codes,
have been slow to adopt
innovative construction
methods that could cut
the cost of new houses by
hundreds of dollars, a
federal report says.
"Innovations in
materials and laborsaving techniques, including energy-saving
technologies, offer potential savings in both the
construction and
operating costs of new
houses," the General Accounting Office said
Wednesday.
The GAO report said
some experiments to hold
down costs have become
standard pra&tice. One
example is dr,ivall, once
an novel replicement for
plaster walls and ceilings
but now widely used by
builders.
But the report said
neither the government
nor the building industry
has done enough to encourage other moneysaving techniques. One
exception, the GAO said,
is in the energy area.
The GAO, which does
studies for Congress, attributed part of the problem to the fragmented
nature of the housing industry, which slows down
widespread adoption of
cost-saving innovations.
Another factor, it said,
is the myriad of federal
and local government
regulations which make
it hard to introduce innovations that meet all
requirements.
"Restrictive and inconsistendly administered local builsing
codes," are partly to
blame,the report said.
In addition, builders
are reluctant to "take
risks with technology
whose long-term performance has not been
proven," and they lack
technical information
"on the results of using
innovative technology,"
the report said.
"Many problems exist
at different levels of
government and within
the homebuilding industry that impede the
use of available
technological innovations
and the development and
introduction of new
ones," GAO said.
James L. Shackford, a
spokesman for the National Association of
Home Builders, said
builders have become increasingly eager to find
ways to curb costs as the
price of new houses
skyrockets because of inflation and interest rates.
"There is a tremendous
pressure on the industry
to hold down the prices,"
he said. But often, he
said, builders are
stymied by local or-
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time
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28 Light rain
29 Arctic
swimmers
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I. Legal Notice

•

NOTICE OF
bidder at the place
UNITED STATES ---- and time abo*ir
MARSHAL'S SALE
mentioned for cash
or upon a credit of
By virtue of judg30 days, with 15% of
ment and order of
said purchase price
sale dated January
being in cash on the
25, 1982, directed to
of sale and a
date
me and issued from
bond for the
the Office of the
balance of said purClerk of the United
chase price shall be
States District
executed by the
Court for the
purchaser with apWestern District of
proved surety,
Paducah
Kentucky,
made payable to
Division, in the Acthe United States
tion of United
Marshal for the
States of America,
Western District of
Plaintiff vs. Gary
Kentucky. The purCharles Hollander,
chaser of said real
et al, Defendants,
estate is given the
C81Action
Civil
right to pay in full
0226 -P(J), on
the amount of the
March 25, 1982, at
purchase bond and
the hour of 11:00
the interest coma.m., at the
puted at the rate of
Calloway County
8% per annum that
Courthouse door,
has accrued from
Murray, Kentucky,
date of executhe
I will sell to the
tion to the date of
highest and best
full payment to the
bidder the following
United States Marreal estate:
shal. The real
in
Block
2
Lot No.
estate shall be sold
"C" of Bagwell
free and clear of
Manor Subdivision
any and all liens
to the town of Murand encumbrances,
ray, Kentucky as
except for any
shown by revised
state, county, city
plat of record in the
or school ad
of
Clerk
the
of
office
valorem taxes
the Calloway Counwhich may be due
ty Court in Plat
and payable or
Book 2, Page 39.
assessed against
The restrictions insaid property at the
the
plat
on
scribed
time of sale, and
as recorded in Plat
shall be sold free
Book 2, Page 39, are
and clear of any
made a part of this
right or equity of
conveyance as if
redemption. The
they were written
of all parties
rights
herein in full, exshall attach to the
cept the restriction
proceeds of the sale
concerning a
of the real property
a
with
residence
in the same manner
flat roof, see waiver
and with the same
of record in the ofeffect as they atfice of the Clerk
tach to the property
aforesaid in Deed
prior to the sale.
390.
127,
page
Book
Ralph H. Boling
BEING the same
United States Marproperty acquired
shal
by Gary Charles
Western District of
Hollander and Judy
Kentucky
Ann Hollander, his
204 U.S. Courthouse
wife, by deed dated
Building
October 14, 1980,
Louisville, Kenand recorded on
tucky 40202
MICROFILM in
William W. Wilson am
I,
Book 161, Card 1366,
no longer responsible
in the Office of the
for any debts other than
Clerk of the
my own. William W.
Calloway County
Wilson.
Court.
2. Notice
The above
described real
estate is being sold
to satisfy a lien in
the amount of
$31,151.70, plus accrued interest in the
amount of $551.13 as
of October 7, 1981,
plus additional interest at the daily
rate of $2.2404 from
October 7, 1981, until date of judgment
and interest
thereafter on said
judgment at the
rate of 8% per annum until paid, plus
C o s t s,
disbursements and
expenses.
1116"173 M753411
-1500
ir.
Etreit
TERMS OF SALE
estate
real
The
1
will be sold to the
highest and best

KOMORI'TIRE
&SERVICE
SIM
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Tins
Weis
!cheek

AUCTION

-

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1982
10:00 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE
CURTIS & RANDY BOMAR-OWNERS
PARIS, TENNESSEE
SALE LOCATION: From Pans, Tenn. Take Hwy 69A
Southeast 8 Miles to County Rd. Proceed East To Sale
Site! Near "The Springville Community", Follow The
Sale Signs!
TRACTORS
114C 1066, C A., 18.4)08 DIs.. Du. Hyd.. Wts.. T.A.,
2003Hrs
INC 1206,18.0,38 Ds., Du. Hyd.. Wts
SOF 175, NI., W.Frt., Wts
AC-B wiCutti and mower
TRUCK
1977 Chevy, w/2 Speed,Gr. Bed 6 Hoist, Low Mileage.
FIELD EQUIPMENT
Kewanee 1010 Hyd. Fold lir Disc • HO 468 - 6 Row
Do AL Hyd. Fold w/Harrow • AC-6 Row No Till Planter
w/Monitor • IHC 2350 Loader iv/Bucket and Forks •
BriNion 12' Culti-Mulcher • IHC-ii Tine 3 Pt. Chisel
Row • N.H. 467 Hey Bine • N.H. 268 Twine Baler
• N.H 256 Rake • Gehl Mix-All Mill • Tuterne 9'
Wheel Disc • Brillion 8'Crib-Packer • AC6-Row No
TI Planter • IHC 4-Row 3 Pt. Cult • IHC 8' Drag
Disc • Side Mt. Hay Loader • 3 Pt Cyclone
Seeder • JD 630 Cutti. • JD 4-Row Rotary Hoe •
JD 110 3 Pt Sprayer • Post Hole Digger • Sev- HY0.
Cyls • 400 Gal. Saddle Tanks • Two 1000 Gal.
Water Tanks w/Racks • Pressure Washer • JO #8
Mower • JD 3x14" Plow • Misc Toots • Port. Concrete mixer • Lg Livestock Fan • Ten Port. Hog
Houses w/Sun Decks, Pens and Ins' Walls • Three
80 Bu Hog Feeders • Two Cattle Creep Feeders •
60 Bu Hog Feeder • Hog Watering Tank by/Heater
This Is an Open &list Contact Randy Bomar 901593-5209-Curtis Bomar 901493-3539.
TERMS: Sbicify Cash. Cashiers Check or Approved Check? NO EXCEPTIONS!? BANK LETTERS
Are a Must GUARANTEEING PAYMENT Of CHECKS
From All Unknown Buyers!!
REGARDLESS OF WEATHER.
Twin. Lic. No. 930

JAMES R. CASH
TNt AUCTION/Is
r•NCY (ARM kINTuCKY
%32 623 1468 or SO2. 623 6939
SILLING SuCCISSFULSALIS IN SIVINALITATES

6. Help Wanted

2. NOke

I Legal Notice

System before
Sriecuse
to avoed penaky.
Marcl• 1, 1
It•easy Go the nearest Post
your card Itil
Office and hi
and put your
take two
rmnd at ere.
BEF
MARCH 1

RE
Wins r

stollen.a sod sorxico.

Wanted: lead guitar
player for Top 40 Dance
Band. Working every
week -end. 901-642 3559.
Serious inquiries only!

WORLD OF
SOUND

Upright piano, stereo.
3 drawer oak
buffet
chest Call 759 473 ask
for Judy,

25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SER
VICE. The Income Tax
Speciattst 1104 Pogue
Murray. ley. Call 7591125.

26. TV-Radio
LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

222 S. 12ti:
753-5165
Shop sod Compere

CLAYTONS
753-7575
•

Al's Records Having a 9. Situation Wanted
sale on all albums $6.98
Reg. 8.98. 45 singles House cleaning every
$1.15. Sale ends Friday. other week. Have re421 Market Paris, Tn.
ferences. 759-1255, 7532377.
Weddings ore our
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
specialty at
and small children. 5
Carter
minutes east of town.
7591692. _
Studio
300 Main

75: 8782

Antiques
We Bay
154
Antiques

And Collectable:
Como by sad so*
Weather Vine's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Alain Street
Marray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Moe.Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sec

For Sale
Large assitsest
d miss 24 Rt.

till dipped leans
36 differed styles

$2.95
Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
7S3-7113
Opus
se,p.o.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
SOO North Foerth
Amy,Ky.
753-3251

euNy

ogers

Jeans Mee
Women's Lev
Jews
Men's $15.95
Women's fed
Pelisses
$23.95
%pekes $14.95
Children $12.95

Vernon's
Western
Store
Philo
coympie
Op..9....
to 9 p.o.

401.

20 metal Trusses 30ft
experienced
Mature,
for conambitious perS1111 long. Excellent
1A- Structing farm machineeded to organizemanage small local nery storage, hay stor
farm
office. Benefits and age and other
salary commensurate buildings. 753-5181.
With qualifications.
Send replies to PO Box 22. Musical
Ky.
1040 F Murray
42071
INFLATION
Property.
casualty,
underwriter, rating and
PRICES
underwriting exes Car Stenos by
perience required.
$8000 Sit 000 per year.
Sony, Ploasor
Action Personnel 753
Margot" Export lo6532

Waitress needed. Apply
in person Bentley's
between lp.m. 2:30p.m.

AT ANY

24. Miscellaneous

19. Farm Equipment

Will do hand knitting
and crocheting baby
afghans,
things,
sweaters-you name it.
Sewing or alterations.
759-1025.

10. Business Opportunity
Open your own retail
apparel shop. Offer the
latest in jeans, denims
and sportswear. $U. 850.
includes inventory, fixetc. Complete
tures.
Store! Open in as little
as 2 weeks anywhere in
U.S.A. (Also infants and
children's shop). Call
.1400-874-4780. Ask for
EXT. 31.

13. For Sale or Trade
Fold down camper
1960 T-Bird car
$450.
2hp Johnson
1
5 /
$400.
Outboard motor with
tank $150. 17ft. Trihull
boat, motor and trailer
$1500. Call 436-2506.
For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 7534109 after Sp.m.

FOR SALE
Spirsot-Coursoie
Pisa Barrio
Wonted: lespeitalble party
re as ever he useatbly
persons se spies phew
Cal be we. lowly. Write
Craft Manager: P.O. lex
537 Shelbyville, IN 44174.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
1969 house trailer Call
after 2p.m. 437-4126.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
cencentral gas heat,
tral air conditioning
unit, underpinnning included. 753-5.561.

28. Mobile Home Rentals

CAR STEREO Pioneer
10x42 mobile home. Air
Marantz.
Kenwood
furnished.
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro- condition
fessional intallation. Located Mobile Home
Sunset Boulevard Music Village. Phone evenings
Dixieland Center 753-3895.
Furnished 2 bedroom
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
mobile home. $110. per
$75. security
month.
deposit. No pets. Call
753-4808.
itospossible party to
Nice 1 bedroom trailer
take op *moats ea
near Murray. No pets.
489-2611.
Ike mow pew.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Tr. Ct. entrance of
Murray Drive -In
Wurlitzer console Theatre.
2 bedroom furtheatre organ 4500. Like Two.
new. 753-1261 after nished trailers. 1 has
washer and dryer. ColSp.m.
eman Real Estate 7539898.
23. Exterminating
Two bedroom trailer on
Payne St. Water and
utilities furnished. Call
753-3096.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Water and garbage pickup furnished.
$90. month plus deposit.
1 bedroom furnished
apartment. $85. month
plus deposit. 753-5405
after 4p.m.

14. Want to Buy
Want to buy used cast
iron weight lifting set.
753-9331 after Sp.m.

14. Want to Buy
Stamp and coin collec
tion or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Standing timber large
or small track. Call
437-4233.
Want to buy all types of
timber including white
oak veneer. Will pay
cash. 753-4984 after
Wm -

15. Articles for Sale
11hp. Murray riding
lawn mower. 1 year Old,
like new. Call 436-5606.
14 and 15in. New recap
tires reduced price.
Clifford Garrison 707
Sycamore.
Shp Garden tiller. 2
years old. $150. Conseu
commercial sewing
machine with button
cover, buttons. thread
and bobbin Included.
$350. Call 753-2720 7533494Maytag washer excellent working condition
$150. Eureka vacuum 3
all atyears old,
Laker
tachments 110..
childs jacket size 11
excellent condition $15.
136-5606.
Tobacco sticks.- -Cott
345-2861 or 147-3953.

16. Home Furnishings

Antique marble top
dresser. 6ft. tall with
mirror and S drawers.
753-5361.
Frost free freezer. $22S.
BIBLE CALL
Call 753-0219.
Rotars of Jams - JEANS-JEANS Calvin
759-4444. Cbildroa's Klein $19.95. Jordache
$24.95. Oscar de L'renta
Story- 759-4445.
$18.95. Polo shirts $18
Iztil 316.442-1668.
Moving Sale- love seat
coffee
arm chairs,
THE CATCH
end tables,
table,
jewelry, wedding dress
THE CATFISH
size 6, stereo. All must
& SEAFOOD go! Call 753-8948.
Johan bbortsoa
Oak bedroom suite,
Rd. Soo*
twin beds and chest,
759-1506
practically new Kenmore Dryer. Call 7535795
3. Card of Thanks
One couch. 1 recliner
Antique City Mall Hwy. chair both like new.
45 between Jackson and Table with 4 chairs. Call
says 759 1075 Mon.-Fri. 8.4.
Humboldt.
"thanks" to our Ky.
customers. 82 dealers 19. Farm Equipment
welcome you. Open 10 S.
For sale I set of 16.9 x 78
Sun. 1 5. Closed
duals. 1 1 row cultiva
Monday's.
tor, 3 hog feeders 3 pig
and sow feeders. 1 Dig
5. Lost and Found
waterer, 1 pig feeder.
20
Lost: eye glasses in 13ft. Lely Roterra
case. Possibly at rows Jap hay
200sq.
Woodmen Hall. Call bales of Timothy hay. 6
492 8666.
fairing crates with
Lost: gray and tan feeder and waterers. 1
Siamese male cat. Lost set of rear wheel
from 1501 Belmont weights for A C tractor.
Sunday. Reward. Call after 6 p.m.
497 8790
Child's pet 753 8190

WANTED

CLAYTON
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS
bookcases
etc
music centers
Reasonable 436-2566.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Sterage,Spece
For Rent
753-4750
32. Apts. For Rent

)
MilE

34. Houses for Rent
Five room house and
upstairs. 2 or 3 bed
utility
bath.
room,
upstairs rooms. Old
Shiloh Rd. out of
Murray. 753-9673.
Five room house large
cook stove.
kitchen.
utility room, bath. Near
Murray. Couple. References. Deposit. No
pets. 753-7551.
Five year old carpeted.
3 bedroom with stove
electric
refrigerator,
and wood heat(with
blower). Near beach
and boat ramp on
Kentucky Lake. Water
furnished. $195. per
month plus deposit.
442-3a77.
Large unfurnished
house near University
Ideal for 3 or 4 college
students. Call 753-2967
after Sp.m .
One bedroom house in
Lakeway Shores. Partly
furnished. Call 753-6123.
Three bedroom home 1
block off campus. Cen
fully
tral gas heat,
furnished. Before 4p.m
after 4p.m.
753-8207,
753-3763.
Two bedroom house 1
mile west of Stella on
121. Garden space
available. Ask for
David. 753-3604.

43. Real Estate
SELL YOUR
HOME IN TOWN
TO SOMEONE
OUT OF TOWN
We're in touch with
buyers from around
the country. When
you list with us you
get a referral service with the
strength and
knowledge you'd
expect from the
Number 1 real
estate sales
organization in
America. We have
requests from prospects Interested in
purchasing four
bedroom homes in
the city. We have
three families from
three different
states wanting four
bedroom homes.
We're in touch with
buyers. Give us a
call 753-1492.
RIDS,BRING
YOUR PARENTS
Pool table included
with rec room - All
equipment included
with swimming
pool - Just now on
the market - Two
bedrooms on each
two levels - Dine
formally or in eat-in
kitchen Assumable loan for
you - Equity for
owner. Call 753-1492
for your preview.

35. Farms for Rent

37. Livestock-Supplies

Approximately 1200
acres of good quality
land located in the
Sedalia Community. To
be rented on a sealed
bid basis-cash or crop
rent. For further in.
contact
formation,
Jackson Purchase PCA.
328 East Broadway,
Mayfield. Kentucky or
phone 247-5613.

Holstein calves
200 500Ibs, 753-0150.

31. Livestock-Supplies
Black Rackin horse and
2 horse Stedtmann
trailer. Call 753-6123.
For sale, .1 registered
Polled Hereford Bulls.
$650. and up. Phone
(901) 642-8544 days or
(901) 642-7482 nights.

43. Real Estate
Stroud

tef
eanst-IS-Csest
itlies
Doyen tram Everywhere
Rabbis Service Saes 1911
1912 Coldwater teed
iberray, liwriscily 42071
(502)753-1186
Ambles
30(1. 811111011
Drab*.
Unwed & leaded

X.Pets-Supplies
"Portable Dog Runs and
Kennels. Cages and accessories. Write for a free
catalog. Falls City Fence
2936 St. Xavier,
Co.
Dept. CM, Louisville,
Ky. 40212."

43. Real Estate
REAL ESTATE
Western Cedar 3
BR 2 bath home
with spacious living area and extremely Dinctional
kitchen. I Central
heatlplus
economical wood
stove, extra room
for work and play;
triple garage with
outside storage,
PLUS 14 beautiful
acres, located on
paved road
Highway 444, ONLY 39,900 - come
make your offer!
Spann Realty
Associates, Inc.
753-7724.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Miler St.(AIMS him oimorth

Specializing In Senior.011izens
Hair Cats $1.00
Shampoo, Shove and Hoke$2.75
Open Nears
Men., Tees., Wed., Mors., Fri., Sat.

7t30-2:30- 753-36115

AUCTION SALE
Saturday Feb. 27, 1982 10:00
2 miles North of Buchanan,
/
a.m. 41
Tn., near Blood Riser Church of

Christ at Noel McCuiston's.
Tools, antiques, Super Farman with mower and plows.
Odds and ends.
Auctioneer: Shorty McBriae
Owner: Noel McCuiston

SAL
Representative needed to mercbeedlee A. 0.
Smith limiters predicts la Western Renneeby.,
Two positions avellaiii. Soles en apicallowei
prima reliable. We offer a trail program
with sting Ned exposes pies benefits. Dm
mint commissisies or straight cemaiseise

1
Available March 1.
bedroom furnished
apartment. Private entrance, off street parkno pets. $125.
ing,
deposit $50.
month,
mild& after wale.
Inquire 503 N 6th.
perOver 30 years of research awl product
Extra nice furnished 2
with
pmeetratien
t
apartmen
mints*
bedroom
rs
for
continued
Air compresso
former' plei
with washer and dryer.
sale. Dill Electric.
mitienel end locei advertisig mica this the
Colecity.
of
edge
At
Car dolly for sale. Tows
career opportraty to masider.
man Real Estate 7531 car. 8300. 435-4294.
Seed resew sol regent for me interview to:
9898.
Clearance Sale capSalon Manager
bedroom
2
and
One
magatains desk $50.
K-T Harvesters Sydow.,Inc.
zine rack. recipe box. apartments near downIMMO®
1110,
LWTI
lex 119
We also build doghouses town Murray. Call 753Imo syc.4.3.•
and martin boxes. See 4109 or 436-2844.
Prmar,Kentucky 4207t
Wilde, KY 42234
Gerald Waldrop at 1624 Furnished apartment
Betz 7S3-1492
2
Olive or phone 753-1712 near university. 7533134 or 753-6177.
after 5p.m.
For sale firewood $25. a Furnished 1 bedroom,
carpeted apartment. lh
rick delivered. 437-4547.
Merchant Figurematic block from University.
Satarday, March 6th-10:00 A.M.-1912
5p.m.
Paris Tswana
$50. bathroom lavatory Call 753-2967 after
Raia Or Shims
VillWesley
Lakeland
$20.
stool
Kenmore
and
Smiles Eiwt at Parts in the Sprtngvth. Community. From
sob will be held on the farmBiglocated
wood stove. Excellent age now renting 1
and turn kdt onto Old
1.1 mikes tram Paris they
SashLgr
to
WA
Highway
follow
Paris
aparelderly
bedroom
condition $75. Call 498Old Wien Read 2% miles and tura left onto blacktop
at Joist C. Hill Mum
Blacktop
Won
Rent
HUD
tments.
8950.
SALE A831131/8!
and fellowndle lathe farm.NOCK
this farm and moved here 4 years ago.
Mr.ea Mrs. Thomas R. Ambrose sod Way begat
New buildings at fac- Subsidy Program. Apply
ram le New York and have commissioned Akaand
tons
their
sell
to
at
decision
They bode the
to sell
tory. All parts accoun- L.W.V. U.S.68
aim SW Natate end Auction Isles Is componentalb Moody Realty, Paris, TIOISMIDOS
Bented for. All structural Jonathan Creek,
bidder.
highest
fonstelbs
their
502-35142025.
150.71+ acres
317+ ACM Prime Farm LagAlgin aired bi trucletrissa.n+ to
Steel carries full factory ton. Ky.
Housing
area MaeSpinalsesteem owned by TVA
Strada Ninths westSandyI
guarantee. Buildings 8888. An Equal
loaded just north and ant
are
blinds
trel
hoppening.len
is
I
Thew tract.steels the area Wan
10, 000 square feet to the Opportunity.
theta:Pee
flee tracts.ally outeine based
unto besstifol old home ette
reed
bedroom
aseeled
smallest 1. 200 square One
Tied 1-111+ Amu-SW+ lest
bribe beams wed as the East by
IR the
area. This tract IS
feet. Must sell im- furnished apartment. •
and best
and parties be sthervested for the gems.
area Aare crepe are
la
7a
Weat,
mediately. Will sell New wall to wall carpet. .
Baled the old home Mt.there is an excellent
pro.
and
enable
is
tract
Pei
Frost
cheap. Call toll free re-modeled kitchen. ,- view Ilse Mow
wean on the beck wedge
1-800-248-0065 or 1-800- Dania and referential --I
Tenet U-21.64- Acres - 717 feet at frontage. Produseve lead with
r * 4v ired
began&000d Building An IYANIOM wadePIMPalleenlbe
248-0321. Ext.777.,
le puta buns or cottage and be doesto the wan.
Call Spann Realty AsPotting soil, top Soil,
Tract -11.11+ Acres 497fed trestege. Sown in persausiimam ess own peed else is
real
your
all
for
soc.
and
cow manure,
bonded aithe NIX*by waterfowl arse.
Living Room,2 Baths./CS. &
753-7724.
Tract N-CP+ Acres-highly Improved.Sanwa'Reidenco,lOx
Michigan peat /01b. estate needs.
eillreireirbg House w/12
Die. Combo Minty,Plata'Decennia&Ceepeted.14I.las.
bags. Lawn lime and One or 2 bedroom
el
lx
TeelShed.the bortis being
111113111111op.I
sell:
Mt
s
legemostdoe
System
flesh
Cretin
for
at
rent
watt eget nil tract& Al
marble chips 50Ib. bags. apartments
Wend iMenrste Is glee pea ihe opfatafflity &imams*asparateve
°prongs.Insogh load lo Waded with the
Spaghnum peat 4cu. ft. Embassy Apartments.
the WpresegNrnmy hewkr a fill ask!amok.and
or a supplemenlivestock
wants
setting
borses,
amain
a
enjoys
wbe
- amisieldoal
tract for
bale. Coast to Coast Call 753-3530 or 753-4331.
speratien.
tary Income bele
Hardware
as the North by
lieteded
Two bedroom
Plats
Acres
74
Tract V -PP+ Acres 781'frontage sebfscktsp.
waterfowl area. Most sleds tract was In esplasosSI the mittt.!ell. Being wetly roam it
SEASONED townhouse apartment.
tos meals* drainage. An excellent tie In bele reidence and
FIREWOOD. Mixed Appliances furnished,
e productive land eases
s
."Mbi
Lee
Tract VI-24.71+ Acres 261r lacktspenateneen2 '
central
hardwoods 18in.-24in. carpeted
Tracts 1-6. Good Bandingolissakido*pod.Justtits rigid ake kr a gentlenten fanner.
from
1
Also
studio
available. $27.50 a rick heatair.
Tract vu-ss.o+ Acrowljnealtagagees Medan.le Acres tillable.linproved with SIMS
pir ar/Controlo Inger end a M Test rod
Ba. Grabs She. 4" Well,11 X WOMB.win Pledintsa
delivered. Call John apartment available.
ca.The inpreromentsfar Ikentedi and
▪ Ion blacktop frontagecan plenty*/nem to
753-7550 or 753-7559.
Boyer at 753-8536.
grain storage are already lure. A wooded area on the rear portion offers plenty of glade(or hags
bedroom
upstairs
Two
baby
Small trailer.
or cattle.
apartment furnished.
TRAcT VIII-150.7s+ Aroes-44 Acres tillable. Joins Tract V and has XI foot ingresssed agrees
flipto tract. Major portba of this firm lion the South skis of old railroad bed. It does haveMk
road
Call
utilities.
Includes
twin beds, gun, high
acres on Its Nee*ids of the railroad adjoining the TVA land and bottoms.
10
proximately
2p.m.
after
wisest that is not included
chair, tools, oak Jres- 753-4645
tract is excellent for a fanner a'brostor. 76 Acne preeently sown is owner
in the event he is Inwith the new
ser, old trunk. 753-9138.
Two bedroom duplex
with the lead. The owner allesgsliste seal.of the!Meet
hunting. Plus it has acgame
small
and
door
good
afford
to
weeds
111e tract has mesa
terested.
on
Stadium
carport
with
box
for
Call
Tool
sale.
cess to the TVA land.
View Dr. Central heat
at Ctnr,:ivnroage 125-130 bushel: at;
after Sp.m. 753 9903.
ie as follows: 70
Alter MP T
Whented
acre. were
all
acres Sian, averaged
air,
and
appliances.
Two new storm winwheat. The farm does have an al lease on it
conowners
to
subject
4 used storm carpeted. Deposit r e Selling
dows
Days.
30
Due
Within
Balance
TERMS- 10% Down Day of Sale
Sales manage3 new re- quired . No pets Call
windows.
POSSESSION: With Deed Subject to 12 Wheat Crop. House •60 Days supplied
firmation.
this
In
1799
after 5:30p.m
753
meat and owners reserve the right to combine any or all tracts. All lnformatit
placement windows .1
bees obtained from reliable sources.
as
has
it
and
be
accurate
to
nue
believed
Is
brochure
bedroom
furnished
Two
30in. Franklin Stove
although no guaranty or warranty is
used 6 months 2 sets apartment. Newly de
diniennetige Canted
Pering:
fur
water
corated,
inside shutters 6 screen
Moody!Why Gamper/
753
3949.
Call
doors wOod, 15 window nished.
Tway 14114/, Ce-Operering Dreher
sash new. I outside used
414 Tyne Ammo • Petit, Tennessee
Rent
for
Houses
34.
1 220 volt wall
doors.
0014424193
heater 8 pieces insula Comfortable 2 bedroom
OS
tion glass. 753 4124.
gas,
house. Natural"
Alereeder Reel Estate • Auction Soles
Used concrete blocks water furnished. Near
Mervin E. Alexander, Settles's", lit. No. 67
may be had for free at churches and school. 4
- Mime 317-4244 • Merlin, TN 3123/
Office: 239 gaivereity
the Tappan Stove Plant. mites out. References
%NM Aheadder, &elm
Terry Mew,&Mar
Main: Mervia I. Abewarder, grebe.
Contact Starkey Colson and deposit required.
lag.2.111
la..2/12
127.1.141
753 0555.
753 31/7
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43. Real Estate
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7531222
PRETTY AS
A PICTURE
Lovely 3 bedroom
home on 4 plus
acres. Perfect setting for a country
home, not too far
from the city. Property includes a 38
• 56 stock barn,
milk barn and a 18
• x 38 equipment shed. Fenced and
cross fenced for
pasture, plus a
variety of fruit
trees. owner will
consider financing. Phone the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222.
PERFECT
FIRST HOME
Recently remodele
d
dan
redecorated. This
2 bedroom home
has an electric
floor furnace for
winter and a nice
wooden deck for
summertime enjoyment. Priced in
the $20's. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222, for full
details on this

13. Real Estate
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John C.
Neubauer
Real Estate
753-0101 or
753-7531

46. Homes for Sale
3 bedroom brick house
2
Carpet throughout,
large living
baths,
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call /89-2145
or 753-2493.
9
By owner 1 V2 story
full
rooms. Fireplace,
basement, garage. low
deep lot
utility bills,
near hospital. Re
modeled 1976. 12 per
cent financing available
with $10, 000. down.
Price 142. 750. Call 753
4710 after 5p.m.
Income property by
owner. Extra nice 2 or 3
bedroom brick home on
4 lots presently 1 lot
rented for mobile home.
air conCarport.
ditioned. perfect starter
home for young couple
for rental income.
$36000. Will consider
renting to responsible
party. Call 522-7837.
Super insulted 4 bed2 bath,
room brick,
a
large
carpet,
pump
kitchen. Call 753-5791 or
759-1074.
Two bedroom house
with garage and well
house. About .9 acre.
level lot, recent work on
house, T.V.A. approved
insulation. 4.2 miles out
at Stella just off 121.
$14. 800. $1500. down,
balance monthly at 12
percent. Call 489-2595

1976 Mercury Monarch.
2 door, 6 cylinder $2250.
1969 Buick Electra. 4
door $400. Cars can be
seen at 406 S. 4th
753 2675. 753 5966.
47. Motorcycles
1976 Monte Carlo. $1695.
1972 Honda 750 in excel- Call 753-9711.
lent condition Call 3761977 Chevrolet Nova. 6
2178 after 5p.m.
automatic,
cylinder
1975 Honda motorcycle good condition,
great
400 CC. 4 cylinder
5000 gas
mileage, $1950- 196
4
'
Call
$950
miles
Ford pickup. 6 cylinder
753-4614.
$495. Call 489-2595.
1979 Yamaha 175 Call 1977 Grand Prix. Want
489-2813.
to rent clean-up shop.
1980 1100 Yamaha. 9000 759-1167.
miles with accessories. 1977 Oldsmobile. 4 door
437-4257.
low mileage and lots of
extras. 753-7505 or 75348. Auto Services
3593.
import Auto Salvage GOVERNMENT SURnew and used parts. PLUS CARS AND
/74-2325.
TRUCKS NOW
Over 50 rebuilt auto
AVAILABLE through
matic transmissions in local sales under $300.
stock. 90 day un
Call 1 714 569-0241 for
conditional warranty
Your directory on how to
Open 24
Reynolds Trans
purchase
missions Hwy 69 North hours
Paris, Tn 901 642 2572
CARS,
JEEPS,
PICKUPS from $35.
Available at local Gov't
Auctions. For Directory
call 805 687-6000 Ext.
8155 Call refundable.

owner
Selling at loss
transferred 3 bedroom
13 percent mortage
Low utilities 489 2881

KEY
AUTO PARTS

Hwy. 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500
There is a place where
you can have your car
tuned -up with a 12
month warranty which
includes 3 free
checkups. Call 7530595.

1974 Pinto
White, setematic
trues., factory air,
ems owner, sew paint
lob, 38,000 miles.
Only $1550.00. Call
753-3230 between
5:00 end 9:00 p.m.

1974
PINTO
50. Used Trucks

49. Used Cars
1965 Rambler Classic. 2
autodoor, 6 owner
air condition.
matic,
$650. Car is in excellent
condition. 436-5472 after
5p.m.
1975 Corvette Chevrolet.
$6600.. Firm. Phone
753-8963.

1981 Cutlass
Broughom 10,000
miles, like new.

• Purdom's
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
GAME

VW Foctory Rebate
$350 on all 1982
Volkswegens including
Americas Mghost mpg
(sisal Rabbit Sedan
nod tracks.

Carroll VW Rebate
$350.00 On All
Virs.
TOTAL REBATE
$700
Carroll VW
Mazda

1406W. Main
753-5315

52 Boats-M4tors

50. Used Trucks

O.Used Cars

While They Last
14 Kt.
Serpentine
Chains _

The 7th Annual -

Gigantic Consignment
JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHIN RY

AUCTI N

MAYFIELD, KY.

JAMES R. CASH

Re& *159400

Silver

••••••••

All 14 Kt.
Chains

1/2

1/2

Now$1495 $59"
We Will Also
Buy
Scrap Gold
and

r

14 Kt.
Charms

Ladles 7
Diamond
Cluster
Now

Reg.40.00

Price

Large Selection
To Choose From

Price

Rkoi
One Group Diamond*39,95,
'24.95, $29.95,

Large Siolection

Free Gift-With each ;250.00 purchase you will
receive a free Diamond Ring.

THREE Diamond Rings will be
away each day during this sale.
in and register.

$49.95
One Group Of Diamond
Pendants
$24.95

Gents Rings

iven
ome

1/2
Price

Gold 111 Silver
etr
Wholesale Jewelers, Inc.
One Week
Only

Sat. 9-9,Sun. 10-6, Mon.9-9
Olympic!Iva

53. Services Offered

1978 Ford Fiesta 36. 000 1960 Chevy pickup. Ex
1979 San Juan 21 Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
new cellent condition. 753 sailboat with motor,
sunroof
miles
tires
AM F M cassette. 5561.
3 ters installed for your
fleet captain trailer
Excellent condition. 1973 Chevy pickup 451. sails Sleeps 4 excellent specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-1512.
condition Call 753 8466.
Power brakessteering
estimate.
1979 silver Pontiac air. AM FM radio tilt
Trans Am 10th ,.An- wheel. Call 753-6123,
1972 Astro glass bass If you own your land I
niversary Edition. 1979 Ford pickup. boat with 80hp motor can help you have a
low mileage. Bought new
Loaded,
1 owner,
Will sell or trade Call home built and financed
at 10 percent A.P.R.
Call after 5p.m
excellent condition. 435- 492 8710 after 6p.m
753 4984.
Call 436-5582.
4354.
1981 Datsun 310-GX. 1980 Ford Van 53. Services Offered
K & K STUMP R EMOPerfect condition. $5000. customized for campAL . Do you need
ALCOA ALUMINUM V
removed from
753 7853
ing. 759-1359 daytime,
SIDING or vinyl siding stumps
your yard or land
759 4577 night
Aluminum
trim.
and
Trucks
50. Used
of stumps? We
trim for brick houses. cleared
can remove stumps up
Jeeps- Government 51. Campers
Jack Glover 753-1873.
to 24 inches below the
Surplus listed for $3 196.
Accepting spring conleaving only
sold for $4400. For Nice 35ft. camper. Full tract for lawn mowing ground.
sawdust and chips. Call
$3200
information call 312 931- size bath
in city of Murray. For for free estimates. Bob
753-2241.
1961 Ext. 1774.
free estimates write Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Harry A. Baker Rt. 3 Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Box 105 CA Murray. Ky.
Need work on your
42071.
pruntrees? Topping,
Asphalt driveways and ing. shaping. complete
parking lots sealed by removal and more. Call
Sears. For free es- BOVER'S TREE
timates call 753-2310.
SERVICE for Pro
CARPENTER SER
fessional tree care.
VICE. New homes.
753-8536.
custom kitadditions
•
chens,
all remodeling.
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
ROOFING
Carpet Layer -S1.50
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
yard. Call Ray McKin
References. All work
zie 498-8950. Reference
SATURDAY, MARCH 13th
guaranteed. Free
498-8963.
Estimates. Call 759At The Fatigrounds
Concrete block, brick
1859 or 753-6581.
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates Call Professional painting,
com733-5476.
paperhanging,
residential
A Good Place For Buyer And SelDo you need your mercial
farm
carpets cleaned? Find interior-exterior,
ler To Meet!!
estimates.
out how inexpensive it building,
Consign Your Surplus Machinery
can be done, with deep Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Call Professional interior
steam cleaning
To This Sale!!
Jeff 753-0015.
painting. I have painted
Fence sales at Sears some of the finest
If you have machinery for side or
now. Call Sears 753-2310 homes in the Louisville
If you are In need of some good
for free estimate for area and have now
come to Murray.
your needs.
used machinery, then mark your
Guarantee the best
For your lime hauling
calender now and plan to attend
prices and the most
and lime spreading,
professional job in
this auction!!
white rock. gravel, and
town. For free escoal hauling. Call 753timates call Mark 767
The Auction Company will have a repre4545 or see Roger
2273.
sentative on the grounds all week prior to
Hudson. Located 10
Thirty one years ex
the sale. To unload and check in your
miles east on Hwy 94.
Carpenter
perience
machinery. Consignments will be acFree estimates. All
remodeling.
cepted until sale time!!
your electrical, plumb- building,
repairing annex on
ing. heating, air con- and
trailer. 436
We Welcome You As A Buyer,
painting and home and
ditioning.
2253
insulating
Call
needs.
Seller, Or Visitor.
Tree trimming and
753-9673
removal. Hedges and
GENERAL HOME
TERMS:Strictly Cash,Cashier's Check or
shrubs. Firewood. 753REPAIR. 15 years ex
Approved Check! NO EXCEPTIONS!!
5/76.
perience. Carpentry
BANK LETTERS Are A Must GUARANTEWet basement? We
plumbing,
concrete.
EING PAYMENT OF CHECKS From All Unmake wet basements
roofing
NO
sliding.
known Buyers!!
work completely
JOB TO SMALL. Free dry
REGARDLESS OF WEATHER.
estimates. Days 474- guaranteed. Call or
THE SELLING NACHNIEll
write: Morgan Con
2359. nights 474-2276.
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
FACTS NOT FICTION!!
Ky.
409 A Paducah
SEE YOU THERE!!
42001 or call 412-7026.
tali= Sinks Ca.
Will sharpen hand saws,
alumina al riayl
chain saws and Skill
testes Iris 'work.
saws. Call 753 4656.
THE AUCTIONf
btreaces. Call
El
FANCY FARM KENT uCicir
55. Feed and Seed
502:623 8466 0. 502 623 6939
bilay,7S3-1130.
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL Srzt TES
Hay large round bales
115. each. Call 382-2207

.

••

clitop

225 Acre Farm
Owner
Financing
No Interest

49 Used Cars

46. Homes for Sale

JEWELERS
MANUFACTURER'S
CLOSE OUT

,
t
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006d

43. Real Estate

AKC Registered
Keeshound puppies. IP • !Nudism & Thorsen
weeks old, only 2 males
lasersoce &
left. Phone 753-7989.
Reel Estate
Basenji puppies. AKC,
Soptiside Court Sq.
rare
barkless, small
red and white. 8 weeks
Murray, Kentocky
old. 489-2457.
753-4451
Dog obedience group or
•
private lessons. Dogs 2
44. Lots for Sale
months and up
Natonally known in
Beautiful wooded I acre
structor. 436-2858.
2
1
building lot. Will sell /
acre and owner will
finance at reduced in41. Public Sale
Call
terest rate
Feb
Sat..
Sale
Garage
753-0091.
1203
4p.m
9
27th
Crestwood east off 45. Farms for Sale
Dogwood and Whitneli
Estates.

MY OWN
KENTUCKY
HOME
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gates borough
home on a double
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central vacuum
system, intercom,
automatic garage
door opener, wet
bar, and two
patios. Everything
you need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointcharminkhome.
ment today, 7531222, Kopperud
FOR SALE
Realty. We are
members of Multi2 Story, 4 BR.,
/
011
ple Listing Seron 2 acres under
vice.
$15,000 for quick
DISTINCTIVE
sale.
HOME
02 12 x 60, Mobile
Beautiful 3
Home. 2 BR 1974,
furnished or unbedroom home on
furnished.
Highway 94 just
West of Murray Ci#327 Acre Farm on
ty limits. Formal
Hwy. 94 10 miles
dining room,living
west only $1,000
room, den, large
acre.
game room,,
04 8 room house, 4
2
/
tastefully
BR, 2 baths, on 21
decorated
acres near
throughout.
Panorama Shores.
Private setting and
753-90911
convenient location. Phone 753•
ii
1222, Kopperud
R1411%14(1
r Realty in Murray.
& PROMPT, MANAGEMINT

See

3IE 311E"X IC

xiweak M
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Murray,Ky.

All
Ruby, Saphire,
Emerald and
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Allen
dies today

Police, Maflbittaa
Transfer, and "Hill
Street Blues" theme composer Mike Post won two
awards each Wednesday
night from the National
Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences.
Miss Ono, regal in an
off-white evening gown,
was at first unable to
speak as the Shrine
Auditorium audience
roared its approval.
Miss Ono and Lennon who had won no Grammys since his days as a
Beatle - were honored
both as producers and artists for "Double Fantasy," with co-producer
Jack Douglas also receiving a Grammy. The LP
was released in October

TIM, two months before
Lennon was gunned down
outside his New York
apartment and just after
the Oct. 1, 1980, opening
of the 1981 Grammy
eligibility year.
Jones, triumphing not
only as a musician but as
an arranger and record
producer, grabbed five
Grammys, including producer of the year, an
award honoring all his
production work.
Jones' "The Dude" LP
earned honors as best
rhythm and blues performance by a group; the
tracks "Velas" and "Ai
No Corrida" were cited,
respectively, for instrumental arrangement
and instrumental ar-

rangement accompanying vocals.
Finally Jones shared a
Grammy with Lena
Horne for best cast show
album, "Lena Horne:
The Lady and Her
Music."
Miss Horne was also a
surprise winner in the
female pop performance
category, and Jones picked that award up for her.
Jones' magic rubbed
off on one other nominee:
newcomer James Ingram
won best rhythm and
blues male vocal honors
for "One Hundred
Ways," a track from
"The Dude." The female
rhythm and blues award
went to Aretha Franklin
for "Hold On I'm Corn1-

formance of "Mahl.r.
Camel," respectively.
Symphony N. 2,,v with
the
classical
music,
In
Miss Carnes was an exSir Georg Solti conuberant record-of-the- Chicago Symphony Oryear winner for "Bette chestra and Chorus per- ducting.
Davis Eyes," the No. I hit
which also earned songof-the-year honors for
songwriters Jackie
DeShannon and Donna
Weiss.
In rock categories,
Rick Springfield - whom
soap opera fans know as a
regular on "General
Hospital" - won male
vocal honors for "Jessie's
Girl" and Pat Benatar
Thars right Strawberry Shortcake- is here We've just regot the female vocal nod
ceived a new shipment of Strawberry Shortcake sneakers
for "Fire and Ice." The
and sandals and we wanted you to know about it as early
Police grabbed both best
as possible These sneakers and sandals
group vocal and best inare so cute that you'll want to rush right
strumental performance
in to our store So come on in while
for "Don't Stand So Close
there's still a large selection and you'll
To Me" and "Behind My
know why she says. "Lite is Delicious"

•
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Former social services head indicted
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Former state
Social Services Commissioner Jack C. Lewis was
indicted for perjury
Wednesday by a special
federal grand jury.
Lewis is charged with
falsely denying to a 1980
grand jury that he had
advised another state official to change a
memorandum concerning the old Hidden Valley
mod in Powell County.
The indictment was the
first issued by the special
grand jury, which was
impaneled Jan. 25 to continue a probe of alleged
corruption in state
government begun by an
earlier grand jury.

Lewis, a Pineville
native now living in Middlesboro, is scheduled for
arraignment March 15.
He could not be reached
for comment.
Lewis headed the
Bureau for Social Services, which is part of the
Department for Human
Resources, from 1976 to
1978, when he resigned.
He is accused of lying
on May 21, 1980 while
testifying before the first
special grand jury. He
was questioned about
conversations with Corrections Commissioner
David Bland about the
Hidden Valley resort.
The state bought the old
resort in October, 1977 for

$515,000, a price that
federal prosecutors
allege was hiked to allow
for payments to political
figures.
Bland had written a
memo saying that the
value of Hidden Valley
did not exceed $400,000.
According to a 1980 indictment, Lewis later
met with Bland about the
figure. Bland testified
that he agreed to change
the memo after the
meeting and that the
$400,000 limit was
deleted.
Lewis, however,
repeatedly denied having
the discussion with Bland
when questioned by the
previous grand jury. The

indictment charges
Lewis's testimony WM
false because he actually
had the discussion.
The Hidden Valley deal
was central in the 1980 indictment of state Sen.
Woodrow Stamper, DWest Liberty, and realestate broker Robert F.
Link of Lexington on conspiracy, mail fraud and
extortion charges.
Link was acquitted of
all charges in a 1981 trial.
Stamper was also acquitted on four counts,
but the jury deadlocked
on four others. A new
trial has been delayed
because of Stamper's
poor health.
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Yoko Ono,John Lennon given- Grammy for album of the year

LOS ANGELES ( AP)
- A tearful Yoko Ono
Mrs. Blanche Allen, 96, brought the audience to
Rt. 3, died this morning at its feet at the 24th annual
Community Hospital, Grammy awards as she
accepted the album-ofMayfield.
Survivors include a the year honor she shared
daughter, Dorothy with her slain husband,
Brown, Rt. 3; a foster ex-Beatle John Lennon.
Miss Ono's appearance
daughter, Evelyn Rietstage with the couple's
on
son,
a
Paducah;
dorf,
Charles Attebury, Hot 6-year-old son, Sean, all
but eclipsed the rest of
Springs, Ark.
Also surviving are four the winners, including
grandchildren, Eddie Quincy Jones, who won
Brown, Jimmy Attebury, more Grammys than
Peggy Turbyfill and anyone else, and Kim
Hueanna Bentley; two Carnes, whose raspygreat-grandchildren, voiced hit, "Bette Davis
Earl and Youlanda Eyes," was named
record and song of the
Brown.
Blalock -Coleman year.
Al Jarreau, Lena
Funeral Home will be in
Dolly Parton, The
Horne,
arrangements.
of
charge

. .......
-:`
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MERCURY, Nev (AP)
- A Lenten protest is
under way by members
of the Franciscan
religious order, who say a
nuclear test site here
should be converted to
peaceful uses.
Mike Affleck of
Oakland, Calif., a Franciscan representative,
said the group would
spend about four hours a

.S.

DENTAL DISSIDENT-Susan Edwards, a dental hygienist, works in her Kingston,Pa.,office. She
is involved in a one-woman battle against state and
national dental establishments to allow her to practice independly instead of having to work under a
dentist's supervision.
(AP Laserphoto)

SAVE— SAVE

GM PARTS
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Pennsylvania
Avenue in line
for new name
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Southside Manor

SAVE— SAVE

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION ERVI E

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

An Important Message
To Residents Of
Western Kentucky—
Now Available $1,000,000.00
Major Medical Insurance
Group Rates For Farmers
Group Rates For Employers
Individual Rates As Low As $25
Coverage For Those Over 65
Call or Writ
1 Tony Montpomery 753-7273
or Evenings 753-7419

Coupon
$100
Off

••-•••••••••••••
••••••110,MOO MP

•••••••00000
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We can Easily
it Transfer Your
4'Refill Prescription
" To Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy

rerive\se. A.v vp

steavavalivov040,Ado`

Bennett & Associates

.6.

Authorized Fitting Castor

Rit

Nevada Test Site in the
desert 65 miles northwest
of Las Vegas.
The 50 demonstrators,
about half of whom are
members of the Roman
Catholic order, started
the pkotest Wednesday at
the nation's only nuclear
weapons test site.
•
1181 Geode GimiuMel Alurti 111
After reading names of
1
Mootiroof, fully boded, burgandy with burgondy
i
people they say have died
leather
of cancer as a result of
$17,500.10
the testing, they burned
Iii
the sheets of paper on
which the names were
written and used the
641 S.
GM QUAUTY
GM
ashes on participants' 753-2617
SEINICE PARIS
Murray
foreheads in the tradiGORRA.1.MaTORS PARTS mum
tional Ash Wednesday
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. mark.
#47,4i
(AP) - Your Monopoly
:ilte
board may not reflect the
Ail
o.
change, but part of Penn11,, •
sylvania Avenue nearest
C. '•
the Boardwalk may soon
.
4
become Danny Thomas
Z
iii•
Boulevard.
ie
City fathers believe it's
▪o
t
way to repay Thomas
a
*t
•••
J..,
for helping the ailing city
..
in its dark days before
casino gambling was ap(4.•
proved by the state's
voters.
"We owe. him a lot,"
,
said Commissioner Edmund Colanzi, who proposed the name change
during a commission
caucus Tuesday.
...
,.,,•
Thomas helped the city
when other entertainers
shunned work here, Col' anzi said.
:.-7.
Thomas performed at
benefits in the mid-1970s
to spearhead a drive for
305 N. Fourth Murray, Ky.
revitalizing the city.
,
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Hog market
wieral4tote Market N.,s Service
Fdrotary a.ISM
Mmlweki Nedra* Area Bog Market
SOW Meidaall Bey*Staliews
111144A Ad. PO MIL MI Barrows & Gills
.111 hewIrwstiostly IAIM Isror
$11112&41.211
US 1-2/1•4•lbw
210.2141.22
US 2 VMS bi
1127.11411.22
US Meallbs
10.7147.72
US 24 WWIis
I..'
10.11141.11111
US 1-2 VO4ia Li.
$01A1142.81
US 14 NW*Os
142.11144
lbs
11041111
US 14
104.*•111.0
US 14 Setalle lbs
US 3-3/1640 Li01/X41.111
Bears 111.011XX

Stock market
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After Inventory Sale
slim
Oriental Stool net. slam
Rattan Lounge Chair
lg.slim
klieg Rattan low Chair
ht.slew
Seib Rattan Trait
net $219.9)
bine Brass Ts*
bt sass
Natural Rattan Chair •
at. 29.2
COM Wan Chair
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Coe Ii and Take Advantage of These Bargains and
See the New Merchandise Arriving For Spring!!
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Sale Prices Good Thru March 6th
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A Special Section Of The Murray Ledger & Times

Severalstudents active in Calloway FFA activities _
The Calloway County
Chapter of Future
Farmers of America has
150 members enrolled in
vocational agriculture
and horticulture. There
are three teachers of
agriculture at CCHS.
They are Eugene Chaney,
Larry Gilbert and Jamie
Potts.
In 1980, the Calloway
Chapter was rated as one
of the top 10 chapters in
Kentucky. The chapter
received the State Gold
Emblem rating for the
seventh consecutive
year. Calloway was
awarded the National
Bronze emblem. This was
the fifth National rating
in the past seven years.
Other accomplishments by the chapter
in 1980 were: Julie
Gargus - winner of
state horticulture impromptu speaking contest. Steve Byniun - third
in nation in Salute To
Agriculture contest. State
Farmer Degrees - Danny
Lamb, Marty Wyatt, Bill
Alexander, Daryl Coles,
Randy Neal, and Mitchell
Paschall. American
Farmer Degrees - Ricky
Cunningham and Jimmy
Joe Hale. Scott Wyatt Regional winner in
Burley Tobacco Production. Tripp Furches Regional winner in Soybean Production. Mark
McCallon - Outstanding
Leadership Award at Ky.
FFA Leadership Training Center. Kelly Crouse
and Julie Gargus Leadership Award at
FFA Leadership Training Center. Nursery
Judging Team - First in
MSU Ag. Club Field Day
and 2nd in State.
Floriculture Judging
Team - First in MSU Ag.

agricultural production,
marketing, processing
and service. Basically

vocational agricultureagribusiness education
prepares the students for

career opportunities
which exist right in their

BUILDING'TOMORROWS
Club Field Day and 5th in
State. Dairy Judging
Team - First in MSU Ag
Club Field Day and 5th in
State. Tobacco Grading
Team - First in MSU Ag.
Club Field Day. Meats
Judging Team - Second in
Regional Contest. First
place all events trophy at
MSU Ag. Club Field day.
The Chapter had a tobacco display at the MidSouth Fair in Memphis
and at the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City, Mo.
Members of the 162
Kentecky FFA Chapters
will join with the over
500,000 other FFA
members in the United
States In celebrating National FFA Week, which
started Feb. 22.
National FFA Week
always includes George
Washington's birthday in
observance of his leadership in promoting scientific farming practices.
Washington is considered
the patron saint of the
FFA and has come to
symbolize the FFA
Treasurer.
Men who molded
America came from the
farms and plantations —
farmer-statesmen of the
past like George

WE SALUTE YOU FFA

Artcraft
tPhotography
One Day
Film Processing
Custom Framing
118 South 12th
753-0036

Washington and Thomas
Jefferson. Future
Farmers today are inspired by these same
heroes of our Nation and
her agriculture. FFA
members are promoting
as the theme for this
years celebration:
"Growing For America."
Organized in 1928, the
FFA promotes leadership, cooperation and
citizenship among high
school vocational
agriculture students. The
FFA Foundation awards
program provides
chapter, state and national recognition for
supervised programs of

We offer our continued support to the
Future Farmers of America. We have all
benefited from the FFA Organizations.

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Industrial Road

MF

753-1319

Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association
The most frequently asked question...What Does The Tobacco
Growers Association Do?

al

The program is intended to, and does, keep tobacco leaf prices HIGHER than they I
would be without it. The program is intended to, and does, keep domestic tobacco
supplies LOWER than they would be without it.
1
Tobacco contributions to the economy of Kentucky 1.
direct and indirect.

We
Support
FFA!

Jobs - 81,680

Wages $916,033,000 I

More than 90 of Kentucky's
120 counties grow tobacco
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Crouse active in FFA
during four years
Kelly Crouse is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Elvin
Crouse. Th.y live at Rt. 2,
Murray. Kelly's farming
program consists of 24
acres of tobacco and 10
acres of wheat. He and
his father tend 1,000 acres
of grain crops.
Kelly has been an actIve member in the FFA
for four years as well as
Pep Club, Beta Club and

we
Support
You...

and
Your
Aihrlsors

Check Us Out Before
You Buy Machinery
4146

was
'
A
ALLIS-04ALMERS

B&G Equipment
$421242

Dtes4e0 Nor

Kelly Crouse
of the speech
member
a
learn. He has held two offices in his local FFA
Chapter. He was
Reporter in 80-81 and
Vice President in 81-82.
He has participated in
many FFA contests.
He attended the FFA
State and National Conventions. Kelly's plans
after high school are to
attend Murray State
University majoring in
Agriculture.

Julie Gargus,Calloway County FFA Chapter, Murray,Kentucky, was named the State Winner in the FFA
Impromptu Speaking Horticulture Contest held during the 52nd annual Kentucky FFA Convention held June
10-12, 1981, at the Gali House in Louisville. Pictured left to right are: Julie Gargus and Ben Milder!, 198041
Kentucky River Region Vice President, Kentucky Association FFA.The contest was sponsored by Reeds"n"
Weeds of Lexington.

FFA activities...

It's National

FFA WEEK!
lilt?

le(

(15

0

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation and the citizens of this community are proud
to pay tribute to one of America's finest
organizations...the FFA Vocational Agriculture has
served to improve farming techniques to the benefit
of our nation.

WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORP.
—

John Ed Walker, Manager

(Continued from page one)
local communities.
Perhaps on the farm or in
the family owned
business.
The real key, of course,
is for students to discover
a career opportunity in
which they can apply
their personal interests
and skills.
Therefore the FFA offers a wide variety of incentive and exploratory
activities so the studentmember can get a taste,
try his hand, check it out

or go see for himself. The
tried and proven "Doing
To Learn" philosophy of
FFA is the real way
students test their ideas
for the future.
Students are encouraged to select and study in
specific subject or career
areas — agricultural production, agricultural
supplies-service,
agricultural mechanics,
agricultural products,
horticulture, agricultural
resources, forestry — in
order to prepare for their

********

careers. Then in the
laboratory, called the
FFA, there are incentive
awards to match these
study areas. The awards,
sponsored by businesses
and industries interested
in stimulating youth for
agriculture, give the extra push or shove a student needs. From the
500,000 FFA'ers training,
studying and asking questions in 8,000 local
chapters, will come
America's agriculturists
of tomorrow.
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Our future depends on the commitment of these young people to
agriculture and animal husbandry. These ore the farmers of
tomorrow who will produce the
food we eat. We extend a hearty
thanks to these young people
during National Future Farmers
of America Week.

We Behove in the

Future of Farming
/PEOPLES BANK
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McCôIlôn
serves chapter
as president
Mark McCallon, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Keith McCallon of Route
1, Murray, is currently
serving as President of
the Calloway County FFA
Chapter.
Mark, has been a
member of the CCHS
Chapter for the past four
years. During that time
while being active in FFA
work he was selected as
member of the Month.
He has been chairman
of the Public Relations
committee. He has participated on the Burley
tobacco grading team,
Dairy Judging team, and
three years on the
Parliamentary Procedure team.
McCallon, has served
as Treasurer for the 198081 year and is President
for 198142 school year. As
an officer of the Calloway
County chapter he.has attended the Ky. FFA
Leadership Trailing
Center for the past two
years. While there he
received the Outstanding
Leadership award. He
also served as chapter
representative at the
State FFA convention in
Louisville and the National FFA convention in

PIM
WIEEH

FFA Sweetheart

MI Members are preparing new is Go
future will be the best possible.

••

Mark McCallon
Kansas City, Mo.
In 1981, Mark was on
the Dairy Judging team
and placed 5th in the
state.
Mark's farming program consists of tobacco
and sweet corn. Other activities Mark has been active in are SAE, Pep
Club, United Methodist
Youth Fellowship, United
Methodist Men.
After graduating from
high school, McCallon
plans to go to Murray
State University. He Is
also trying to get into the
student ministry through
the Methodist Church.

NThistoot

For lbe bad today II Is blisreethei and Punks,
lesipmeet leleredieed ha the pew she oedema,
far mode sod heehaw Equipment has the melee
deperieseet te keep peer equipage* ants beet.

Lori Murdock is the 191-82 FFA
re
C
Sweetheart at CCHS. She is a senior horticultu
student and FFA member.She is presently serving
as Historian of the FHA where she previously heki
the office of Reporter. A member of the Pep Club
and FBLA she was named to Who's Who Among
American High School Students in 19111. Her parents
are Mr.and Mn.Alfred Murdock,Route 1, Murray.

se
ha
rc
Pu
I EQUIPMENT CO.INC
Hr.94E Run 753-7215

TOM LEWIS OF
The New Enterprise Roor
Mayfield

Congratulates
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PURDOM OLDSMOBILE
INTRODUCES

CUTLASS CIERA
The first Cutlass with front-wheel drive
with a
$50000

Bonus

NOW...

PURDOM
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The Future
Of Farming
Is In Your
Hands I Keep
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Julie Gargus involved in FFA
Julie Gargus is the 17ear-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sherrill Gargus
of Rt. 2. Murray. She is
currently serving as
Secretary of the Calloway
County FFA Chapter.
Julie has beeh an active
member of the FFA for
the past four years. During this time she has been
involved in many FFA

activities. As a freshman
she participated in the
Chapter Seed ID contest,
The Chapter Weed ID
contest, and the Chapter
Creed contest. She was
selected as the Chapter
winner in the Creed contest and advanced to
Regional competition
where she received a
superior ranking.

0
.

"The Store For Men"
-•••

Sedgefield
Jordathe
Munsingwear
Hubbard
Jantzen
Mon.-Sot. 10-6

Tux Rentals

King's Btu
Isi-Air Ctr.

753-0559

Salute
You

Murray

Julie Gargus
During her sophomore
year she participated in
the FFA quiz contest, the
AIC contest, the fire
Prevention essay, the
Salute to Agriculture contest, and the Hoard's
Dairyman contest.
As a junior she participated in the Chapter
Music contest
as a
member of the Chapter
Parliamentary Procedure Team. She was
also the State winner of
the Horticulture Impromptu Speaking contest held at the 52nd State

FIFA
FUTURE FARMERS Of AMERICA

Start Your
Growing Season
Right With

convention.
Last summer Julie attended The Kentucky
Leadership Training
center in Hardinsburg,
KY where she received a
Leadership Award. In
August she participated
in the Nursery Identification contest held at the
Kentucky State Fair. The
Nursery team placed second in this competition.
This year she was a
chapter representative to
the 54th National Convention held in Kansas City,
Mo. Julie has also participated in the FFA quiz
contest, the Salute to
Agriculture contest, the
chapter tractor driving
contest, the CourierJournal contest, and the
Tobacco essay contest.
Julie has been active in
many other school activities. She has served as
Secretary of the Student
Council, Secretary of the
Beta Club and for two
years she has served as
the Secretary of be
Medical Explorer Post
803.
Her academic honors
include Outstanding Student Awards in
Agriculture H, Biology I,
English HI, Horticulture
I, American History, and
psychology. She is
Valedictorian of the
graduating class of 1982.
Julie is a member of
the University Church of
Christ where she teaches
the 2& 3 year old class.

•

The identification of nursery and floriculture
plants is essential for horticulture students. Marty
Futrell is shown reviewing floriculture plants.

FFA honors
its members
Each month the
Chapter selects one
member who has shown
outstanding leadership or
accomplishment as
Member of the Month.
This year the following
members have been
selected:

Veilreiuk

YIELDPLUS
from DEKALB.
Tremendous
yields you can
count on.

**•"'_
STEAK HOUSE

USDA
CHOICE

•

XL-72b

mu:
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Capon

reg. CM

Murray, Ky.

759-9555

Hours:
Sun.-Thur.
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

Soup and Chilli Tool
r
1-

Hamburger,
French Fries
and Drink
Only '1.99

Buchanan Feed

NAV

406 N. 12th St

48 ITEM SALAD BAR

Call yaw DEKALB dealer Way.

753-5378

ViitTkIti &ULM.

BEEF

Consistent yielding hybrid
stands strong, fights stunt.
Big yields plus disease
resistance tor your toughest
growing conditions.

Industrial Rd.

July — Brad Canter
and Mark McCallon.
August — Julie Gargus.
Sept. — Laura Hopper.
Oct. — Leland Steely.
-Nov. — Steve Bynum.
Dec. — Brad Miller.
Jan.— Mike Orr.
Feb. — Brent Canter.

Rapirse Match 20

Salad Bar

I

-

mom AMP

Cheyenne

I Broiled Tenderloin
Withoik Dinner
Only "1.99 r•11- MN I
Only '2.89
Soup and Salad Bar I sow potow,
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Carroll Tirol
Wheel Alignment

FFA,agriculture
'keep Canter busy
Brad Canter is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Canter, of Rt. 1 Murray.
He is serving this year as
treasurer of the Calloway
County FFA Chapter.
His farming program
consists of soybeans and
wheat. During his four
years of membership of
the FFA Canter has participated in livestock
*Wu& public speaking,
meats judging and the
FFA Quiz contest which
he placed third in the
region. During his
freshman year he won the
creed contest -at—the
chapter level and rated
Superior at the regional
level. Ha was first place
winner in the Seed identification contest. He also
won the Outstanding
Greenhand Award. He
served his chapter as
Secretary for 191041.
Canter attended the
Kentucky FFA Leadership Training Center the
State Convention which
he served as a delegate

Danny Lamb, 199041 Chapter President,
presiding at the Chapter Parent-Member Banquet.

•Infra-Red Wheel Alignment
(The most accurate wheel alignment available)
•Computerized wheel balancing

753-1489
From
Mr.
Bib
and
Uniroyal
We Say":
Brad Canter
and also represented the
chapter at the National
convention.
Canter is a member of
the Pep Club and is a
member of the Bethel
Church of Christ.

tiff/
FFA
Is

1
1

He plans to attend Murray State and major in
agriculture.

Introducing The 1983 All New
Small Size Ranger

February Special
Discounts
on Selected new Case
General Purpose tractors
From February 1 thru 27, 1982, we'm offering a selected group of new Case under-100-horsepower
General Purpose farm tractors at especially attractive
discount paces. These are brand new Case 90senes
models - terrific buys. Stop in now. See if we can
match your needs with a great new Case tractor at a
February Special discount pace.

Plus
Waiver of

=Charges

Buy one ot our new February
Special tracias between Fobruwy 1 and 27, Ma finance I(
through J I Case Croce Corporaaid you pay no Anarce
charges from date of purchase
unta June 1, 1982

a mile Or
an additional
S350 discount
Instead of Waiver of Finance
Charges — N you pretty - you
can take a ,S350 bonus discount
in addition to the Ara drool*
on the Case February Special
General Purpose trectta you buy.

SAW us now.Sate on a Case Fobsuary Special.

McKee! Equipment Co.e3
503 Walnut — 753-3062

Come To Porker Ford Inc. For A Better Deal On The New
Small Size 1983 High Mileage Pick-Up In Stock And Ready
For Immediate Delivery.
,2471 ''.Cada kans-70
John iluldihq 434-2361
Rea Wright 153-0156
i.e Rewind 753-1013
Nkk Ryan 753-3336

Parker 1104i -Mc

•

7th8Main — Phone 753-5273

rtJ

Jaws Polar 753-5111
David Porker 753-0419
Ise Porker 153-2656
John Parker 153-1133
Ed West 753-3084
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Learning to do,
Doing to learn,
Earning to live,
Living to serve.

Growers Loose
Leaf Floor

Calloway County High School FFA Chapter

Murray, Kentucky

753-3678

FFA Week observed nationally

Owned and Operated By

Pete Waldrop

Members of the 164
Kentucky FFA Chapters
will join with the approximately 500,008 other
FFA members in the
United States in
celebrating National

and

Rob McCallon
FFA is just the beginniag...

HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
206 MAIN ST.. MURRAY. KY. 42071
753-3415

.'

A. HoLT0N
753-8756

MICHAEL

VAN HAVERSTOCK
753-7123

Form-Crop-Auto
Formowners-Home-Life
When you spend a dollar for insurance, are you
getting your money's worth?
- - Are you getting an insurance policy in a sound
reliable company?
That's The Kind of Insurance You Want!
That's The Kind Of Insurance We Supply!
l
1Clitriyi
,1.

ft.e

3 Generations
Of Service
"It does
make o difference
who writes your
insurance"

•

-

. •
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FFA Week, which started
Feb. 20. Gov. John Y.
Brown, Jr., has signed a
proclamation declaring
February 20-27 as FFA
Week in Kentucky.
National, FFA Week
always includes George
Washington's birthday in
observance of his leadership in promoting scientific farming practices.
Washington is considered
the patron saint of the
FFA and has come to
symbolize the FFA
Treasurer.
Men who molded
America came from the
farms and plantations —
farmer-statesmen of the
past like George
Washington and Thomas
Jefferson. Future
Farmers today are inspired by these same
heroes of our Nation and

her agriculture. The FFA
theme for 1982 is "Vocational Agriculture-FFAGrowing for America."
The Kentucky Association FFA Officers for this
year are: President,
David Glimp, Boyle
County; Vice-President,
David K. Zurmehly, Jr.,
Metcalfe County;
Secretary, Kevin
Guthrie, Sedalia;
Treasurer, Barry Lindsey, Todd Central;
Reporter, Gary Robbins,
Oldham County;
Sentinel, Darrell F. Gentry,
Pulaski County; Eastern
Kentucky Vice President, Joe Myers,
Montgomery County;
Green River Vice President, Monty Parrish, Henderson County;
Lincoln Trail VicePresident, Chris

Ragland, LaRue County;
Kentucky River VicePresident, Mark Wilson,
Jackson County; Executive Secretary,
Delmer L. Dalton, 2127
Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort; and Advisor,
Robert L. Kelley, 2125
Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort.
The Kentucky FFA
Leadership Taining
Center, located in Hardinsburg, provided an opportunity for leadership
development for approximately 1,000 members
during the summer of
1981.
FFA Alumni Chapters
are being organized in
many counties across the
state. The FFA Alumni
Chapters are giving
outstanding support to
(Continued on page seven)

Congratulations
To The
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FFASECTION

Paschall serves
I
as sentinel

Is It A Jeep or A Truck?

Jeffrey Paschall, the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Gerald Paschall
of Hazel, Kentucky is
presently serving as sentinel of the Calloway

JEEP SCRAMBLER!
Each year the Calloway Chapter confers the Honorary Chapter Farmer
Degree on Adults who have made outstanding contribution of time and effort in
the
tors behalf. Those Adults honored in uN were: Mr. Kerry Wyatt, Mrs.
JuanilaUsis,Mr.HasalMutt;sonar.Bobby Lomb.

FFA Week...
FFA members and their
activities.
The FFA was organized in 1928 with the purpose of promoting leadership, cooperation, and
citizenship among high
school vocational
agriculture students.
America's greatest
return on investment will
come in the form of its
youth. The FFA theme
"Vocational AgricultureFFA-Growing for
America" is promoted
during this year. Vocational agriculture and the
FFA are preparing young
people for careers in
agriculture.

Jeffrey Paschall
County Chapter of the
FFA,he is a junior.
Paschall has been very
active in FFA for three
years and has his own experience program of 100
acres of grain crops and 2
acres of tobacco.

Exciting Good Looks.
Rugged Durability.
Legendary Jeep Performance.
And Exceptional Versatility.
COMING SOON AT...

Cain's
AMC-Jeep-Renault
Inc.
641 N.

753-6448

r.

Rickard Orr list.
Co.
w
bar Illslrbster

Stadani Oil Products
Salutes Calloway Cc

NIN'nflifil4101a
Gov. John Y. Brown addressed the State FFA
Convention in LOU1SVille in June.

• lisp Up Thlt Seed West loysi

ticel
FFA Week
Learn by doing is the
basic principle behind the
vocational agricultural
education program.
FFA encourages that principle and gives the studentmember a chance for
Growth.

The Hoke
Company,Inc

'Y AVAILABLE

7

ksN

Congratulations

Future Farmers of America
You Grow It
We'll Mow It!

1

No Appointment Necessary
Olympic Plaza, Murray
Hrs.9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Thurs.9 a.m.-8 p.m.
753-0542

2619 HC Mattis
Drive,Paducah
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The original family haircutters.
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Paschall...

• Murray
.

Livestock
and
Trailer Sales

•Cton:liplete line of parts for all
ers

*Complete repair service on
trailers
*Commercial and residential j
sand blasting and painting.
Hwy. 94 E. Murray
753-5334
gab.

RR&

•

(Continued from page seven)
Paschall has participated in the chapter
creed, FFA Quiz, Courier
Journal contest, dairy
judging, swine judging,
seed and weed identification contest, tractor driving, meats judging, tractor safety, essay contest
and tobacco grading contest. He also served on
the burley grading team
as a freshman and
sophomore.
He attended the Kentucky State FFA Leadership Training Center at
Hardinsburg, Ky. in the
summer of 1981. In
November he went to
Kansas City, Missouri to
attend the National'FFA
Convention.
He is a member of the
Pep Club and VICA. He is
also a member of the Oak
Grove Baptist Church.

Carol By.M14Sidiculture II student is pictured
school greenhouse.

ezainlnlngi poinsettia in the

Wicl
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Micha
Mr. al
Wicker
junior a
year in
He i
reportei
last yea

FUTURE FARMERS OF AmERICA

WE SALUTE YOU
,1W omens - New Shoes - Mens
--......„,„•••••

All Skies lacked By Sizes

Ladies Western
Boots Din o

e

•

kin's tad Up
I" Work Boots
user '22°0

Dana Hoke, left, and Shanda Crick, Horticulture II students are pictured
determining the moisture levels of various greenhouse plants.

ladies
Osaga
Joggers

_

'16" lace Up 8" Boots
ileatherl'25"

Work Boots
$3300

Men's
Brooks loggers
Reduced To
s 600

Insulated

New Shim

Of Men's Freon
leathv Canals

Factory sir
Discount
Shoes 753-9419
Mon.-Sat. 6-6
lath & Maio

MI
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meetin
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Sea. -6
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FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA

WE SALUTE You

We think of you as the agricultural leaders
of tomorrow...we applaud you for the work
you do today. As you Future Farmers of
America learn and experience the many
aspects of agri-business, our entire community enjoys the fruits of your labor. To us you
signify growth,improvement,energy and most
Important, pride. Keep up the great work, FFAI

Murray Electric System
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e plans after many hours of
Horticulture students develop residentiallandscap
and placing foundaselecting
shown
study in landscape design. Laura Hopper is
don shrubberyon a plan.

,F11111111filltAtERS
4FAMERICAA

Members ofthe Ag.IV Class measuring tobaccogrand.

Wicker serves
as reporter

•

Michael Wicker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Wicker of Rt. 1 Almo, is a
junior and is in his third
year in the FFA.
He is the chapter
reporter this year; and
last year served as chair-

We Salute
the Future
Farmers of
America
For their concern with future of
man and the environment and for
their outstanding efforts.
_

Pcischall
Truck Lines

Michael Wicker
man of the conduct of
meetings committee.
His farming program
consists of four acres of
(Continued on page ten)

Rt.4,Murray
,

tie's youngt_grong_and learning more every day! He's

753-1717

Just oneofthe many vocational agriculture studentS
who belongs to theikitUre Farmers of AmericaThrougtr
his FFA experience, hell develop skills and knowledge
to help him prepare for an agricultural career. His
future In farming is our future as well. We're proud
to salute and support this great organization.

Our Future
Depends On
Farming!

And Future
Farmers Of
America Is
Where It
Dennis Whittaker All Begins!

474-2295
Or
800-592-5409

Let's Support Them For
The Fine Job They Do:
Presented As A Public Service By

FDCAIthe go ahead people
Murray Office
641 North

4
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Wicker...
Continued from page nine)
wheat, 4 acres of soybeans, ten acres of hay
and one beef calf.
As a freshman, Michael
was the chapter winner of
the creed contest and was
on the burley tobacco
grading team. Last year
he was a member of the
chapter meeting team
and the burley tobacco
grading team. He also
has participated in the
many chapter contests

held each year.
He attended Kentucky
State FFA Leadership
Training Center last summer, and in November attended the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City, Missouri.
Other school activities
include, member of the
Pep Club, Cross country
team, track team and a
member of U.I.C.A. He
also attends Elm Grove
Baptist Church.

SIRLOIN SirOCKADE

Members of the AG. III class on a field trip looking at new farm machinery.

Free Bongoat Focilitios

6 oz. Sirloin
Steak
With Baked $229
Potato Or Fries
And
Texas Toast

FFA

Homemade Soup And
Salad Bar With
Special Only

SALUTING FF4
DURING NATIONAL

99`

FFA WEEK

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. and Sot. 11-10
So. 12th
Coll 753-0440

Jeff Butterworth participating in the Chapter's tractor driving contest held in
Sept.

FFA
new
worlds

01

^

As the sun sets each
day on farms across
the nation, future
famers everywhere will
put better concepts into action and will make
new methods a part of
their daily routine.
What a way to grow!

Farming
Shoemaker
Seed C

300 Chestnut
.
Murray
753-7666

Southern States
raraefrome
WE SALUTE YOU
Large Selection'Of All Field
Seeds
Seeds In Stock
(SA sod Pschoesd)
•Peat Moss
Stark Bros.
*Top Soil
Fruit Trees
•Potting Soil
Just Arrival
*Bag Fertilizer
Push Lawn Mowers *Riding Mowers
Priced As lois As $99.72
*Turf Fertilizers
Cell 753-0182 8eNt Fertilizer

Indy:Mid Rd.

BET

COPY A

•

c
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Members of the 1981 Chapter Meeting and Parliainary-Peoceffure Team:
Front from left: Kelly Crouse, Marty Wyatt, Danny Lamb, Brad Canter. Back
row: Julie Gargus, Mitchell Paschall, Mike Wicker, Bill Alexander, Randall
Crass,and Mark McCallon.

Horticulture TI students toured the Mathis, Full Measure Fruit Farm near •
Mayfield last fall. Craig Mathis, back row on the left, provided a tour of the*chard and their grading and packing facilities

Congratidations To err Local FFA Ilembers,

You'll I. Loaders For Tomorrow's Agrieulture

FINK
WEIEH
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Insurance Service
Roy T. Brooch &
Terry Brooch

Group Life aud Health Insurance

713-47113

310 S. 4th

For Farmers and Their Employees
By King-landolt Insurance,
Underwritten by John Alden

••Iceifiii•I:ga:

Tome
Future Farmers
Best Wishes

AWOR MICA!MOM — for employees ad _p
(a) Maas Aloalamwo
21,1111,000 *kb $5,111 artemsoikety reinstated esmalir•
Ilesketible seises per Caleader Year: $1011, $250 a UN of Covered &poem for
each cowed imilirideel. No fartker dodectibies is•allender year eweSI,.soomalars ofI.
mod faulty mak satisfy she tlededibles.
(c) Covered Expeasta Relaberseasst task: NMI No first $2,500 nth okra. year,
pies!MItbe Wages apples to wit awed IdIvicleel for Comm/ExpeasesI*sass of
Ns dedectlble.
(I) Daly Rom fed geed limit: limit elected by hiployer stamdani seal-priveto rote,
abkhever k less.
(e)Prepassy hoe& Saw es ary etiser Sass.
(f) hawed Cire facity Swift: $25 per sky merimmose (aerimmat beset period of 21
Joys iorimi amyl!awaits).
CATASTROPNE MNITICTION — as a.Jawed employee bes paid $2,000 eet-of-podat
•mbar year Pew* bk stare of Covered Egerton•
•islasseN•r cowed depeadests,
Ma Mee 11. wel pay IN*d farther Covered Ezpa.es for the rest•I Met ariadr
wader tee
year(bet atI mess of de Maximo lestelit r..

Future Farmers of America, we

salute you...with thanks for all you
are doing to aid agriculture in this
area...and to promote the conservation of our farm resources. For
the future, our hopes are
high.. because we know that our
local FFA members are building
agricultural leadership that will serve us well. Congratulations on your
achievements.

Also see King-landolt for Complete Farm
Security Packages - for Excellent Prices on your
Property Equipment, Liability and Auto
Insurance Needs.

"SERVING
(
THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

KING
-LAN DOLT
"Personal Service puts us out front...com-

rain
Merchandising 753-3404

petitive Rates keep us There"
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Mike Rogers showed the FFA Grand Champion
Holstein at the Kentucky State Fair.

Kelly Crouse, Mark
McCallon and Brad
Canter receiving the
Chapter's Seventh consecutive Gold Emblem
at the State FFA Convention.
1981-82 Officers:
From left: Mike
Wicker, Reporter;
Julie Gargus,
Secretary; Brad
Canter, Treasurer;
Mark McCallon, President; Kelly Crouse,
Vice-Pres.; Jeffrey
Paschall,Sentinel.

LET'S MAKE A DEAL
UNBELIEVABLE BUT TRUE
Yes G and Y Farm Center
is over stocked on
new 4440 Tractors
and is offering the
area farmers a new
4440 John Deere
For 30,000.00
This offer is good for a limited time Daly so
Wry io awl make your deal with C aid Y Farm
Cuter, 641 So. Murray.

Summer's coining...
So's NOT weather!

SAVE
$100
On The GE Al-Year
Comfort Modem

Act now and get a $50 cash rotund direct from GE on the
Execuave V•teethenttine heel purrip/air conditioner.

Aid $50 Free Randy Morose
--- —JiAir Clonaltiening, lac.
Save on bosh coolly arid heating energy costs, too. The
Executive Weatfiertrono heat pump/air conditioner combines
two proven energy-savers. .en extra-large coil and an
extra-efficient compressor_ And you get one of GE's
Weathertron• heat pumps, America's *1 sellers.
Cods in Summer... Heats in Winter
Save Now Save Later Got the $50 cash refund direct from
General Electric for installing a new GE Executive Westhertron* heat pump/eir conditioner. Then entoy the
energy-saving efficiency for years to come

FM

N

To qua

for
1 1

Let our climato control experts provide you with our in-home
analysis ol your specific energy needs and potential savings
Absolutely PO. OBLIGATION

We bring good Wogs to life.

GENERAL

Mediums and
Medium-Heavies
built around
proven
heavy-truck
features.
The International
Medium and MediumHeavy S-Series are the
only trucks in their class
that put so much rugged
truck between you and
the road
• Proven, heavy-duty
truck features for bigtruck durability.
• Economical engine
choices include the IH
9.0 liter "fast-payback"
diesel; the turbocharged IH DT-466
diesel (rebuildable in
chassis); and efficient
gas power,le-446cu in.
• Easy-access, modular
electrical system to
speed troubleshooting.
• Most shoulder room in
its class

refund,installation must be

Call today for a FREE
home energy analysis.

Remember
We Can Offer
The John Deere Financing
Center To Qualified Biyers

INTERNATIONAL
S-SERIES

ELECTRIC

TrucksTrailorsBuses,
Inc.
U.S. 641 South
Murray, Ky.

Randy Thornton
Nesting I Air Conditioning, Inc.
Wes A Service

112 Chstatt St.
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